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The Shepherd of Thrice-Great Hermes  

                                                        

 
Book 1 

 
1       At the time when my Mind had become Reflective on The Real Beings , and on the one hand ,  

                                                                   

Its Understanding had become Elevated  to a Great Height , while on the other hand , my bodily senses   

                                             

were withdrawn as in sleep , however , not as when those are weighed down in sleep by too much food     

           

or by bodily fatigue , at that time , I thought that Someone Superlatively-Great and of Unlimited-  

                                                                     − 

Dimensions in Measure , happened to call my name , and said these words to me :  

  −         −            

“What do you wish to Hear and to See , and having Reflected ,  to Learn and to Intuitively-Know ?” 

                                           

 

2      “Who Art Thou ?” said I . He responded 

                                

“I Am Poimandres The Shepherd , The Intellect of The Inner-Self (Rep 436C) . 

                                       (−−)  

I Know what you wish and I Am Together with Thee Everywhere .” 

                                                                      

 

3        I said , “I wish to Understand The Real Beings and to Intellect The Nature of These , 

                                                   

             and to Intuitively-Know The God . I said , How I wish to hear of These!”   

                                             

                                                            He spoke to me again , 

                                                                     

                             “I Know what You wish , and I am together with Thee Everywhere :  

                                                                  

                     Hold in thine Intellect All that you wish to Understand , and I will teach Thee .” 

                                                                           

 

4      Having Spoken in this way , Immediately , Everything changed for me , and Immediately , The   

                                                    

Decisive Influence of Every Idea Opened-up for me . And thus I beheld a Boundless Spectacle .  All  

                                                          

had become A Gentle and Cheerful Light ; and I was filled with Longing upon Seeing .  And after a  

                                                          ’ 

while , there had come to be in One Certain Part , a downward-tending , fearful and gloomy Darkness ,  

             ()                        

which was experienced by me as a curving/enfolding Likeness .  Then I saw The Nature of The  

                                                       

Darkness change into a Fluid , which was indescribably being shaken about , and gave out Smoke  
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as if from Fire . And She Terminated in an unspeakable , mournful Sound ; for then there was sent forth   

                       

from Herself , an inarticulate Shout ; as if The Sound was The Likeness of Light.” 

                                               

5a      Then , from out of The Light Proceeded The Holy Logos which entered into The Fluid Nature , 

                                                            

since to me The Sound appeared to be The Likeness of The Light .    And The Pure Fire . . . begat   

                                          

The Moist-and-Airy Logos . 

           .]] 
 

6         Then Poimandres spoke for me to hear : 

                  

                             “Have you Intellected This Spectacle  and what It means?” 

                                                              

 “. . . and I shall come to Know It ,” I said .  He said ,  

                            

                            “That Light , is I , Intellect , The First God , Who Is Prior   

                                                

                        to The Fluid Nature which came to Light out of The Darkness ;  

                                                               

                    whereas The Bright/Shining Logos from Intellect is The Son of God .” 

                                                                      

“What then?” I asked . He answered , 

                

         “Realize in this way ; That which is Looking and Hearing Within Thee is The Son/Logos  

                                                                  

                                              of The Lord , since That is also Within Thee , whereas 

                                                 []  <                       > ,        

    Intellect is God The Father . For They are not separate from Each Other ;  for Their Union is Life.”   

                   ’          

“Thank Thee .” said  I .            Then Poimandres said , 

       
 

7                             “But surely then , Intellect The Light , and Recognize This .” 

                                                                  

Having spoken thus , He gazed at me face to face for a long time , so that The Idea of Self  

                               

made me tremble . Then mounting-up anew , I saw in my own Intellect , The Light Being within  

                                                     

Innumerable Powers , and by having become a Kosmos of Unlimited-Dimensions . And I saw   

                                           

The Fire being under command to keep Its place ; and to be Encompassed by a Mighty Power .   

                                
 

8a      Thus I was Seeing by Intellecting This By Means of The Logos of Poimandres The Shepherd . 

                                                        

Then by myself being entangled in amazement , He spoke to me again :  
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                                 “You saw in Intellect The Archetypal Idea , The Prime Cause  

                                                       

                          of The Source/Cause/Beginning , of That which is Infinite/Boundless .” 

                                                                                                 

Thus Poimandres spoke this to me.   

                 

8b      Then I asked , “What then ? From what source do the elements of nature have their subsistence?” 

                                                            

He answered . 

  “From The Will of God , That which by Grasping The Logos and by Seeing The Beautiful Kosmos 

                                        

              made a Copy of It ; for The Fluid Nature Fashioned It by Grasping The Logos , 

                                

For The Fluid Nature having Grasped The Logos , was fashioned into an Ordered Kosmos , whereas  

                                                  

The Elements were separated out from Self ; and from which Elements there came forth those beings   

                              

5b    that are ensouled. And since Pure Fire Leapt-forth from The Fluid Nature and Rose-up On-High ;    

                          

since The Fire was Light and Piercing , and Active/Efficient . Whereas at the same time by The Air also  

                                                                              

being Light , It followed The Fire , Rising-up as far as The Fire ; Rising-up as far as The Safety of Self ,  

             

from Earth and Water , so as Self to appear to be Suspended from Self . And The Fire was Encompassed   

                  ’        

by a Mighty Power , Commanding It also , To Keep Its Place .    Whereas Earth and Water Remained 

                                   

by Themselves , blended together , as The Earth could not be considered apart from The Water ; but 

’                                                 

They were kept in-motion by The Airy-Breath of The Logos; that was borne-along Above The Water .       

                               
 

9         Then The First Intellect , by being Male/Female , by Initiating Life and Light , gave birth  

                                           

to The Logos ; to Another Demiurgic Intellect , who is Zeus , The Second God of Fire and Air ,  

        []                            

from which Fire and Air He Fabricated Seven Certain Governors/Administrators , who encompass in   

            

Their Circles/Orbits The Perceptible Kosmos ; and The Governance of Themselves is called One’s Due . 

                                               
 

10    Immediately The Logos of God Leapt forth From The Nature of The downward tending Elements   

                                       

To The Pure Fabrication of The Nature , and It was United to The Demiurgic Intellect ; for It was  

                                   

of The Same Ousia ; and the irrational downward tending elements of The Nature were left behind ,  

                                               

so as to be matter , alone . 
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11a     Thus The Demiurgic Intellect together with The Logos , who Encompasses The Circles/Orbits  

                                                                

and spins Them in a rushing/whistling motion , Caused The Revolution of The Creations He had made  

                                                                                       

by Himself , and He Allowed It to Revolve from an Indefinite Beginning , to a Limitless End ;  

                                                

for The Revolution of These Begins from where It Ends .  

                           

 

11b      Therefore -just as Intellect Willed-  The Nature brought forth irrational animals from the  

                                                     

downward tending elements ; for they did not still contain The Logos . Then The Air brought forth  

                                                           

winged creatures , and The Water brought forth swimming creatures .  Thus The Earth and The Water  

                                                                    −                   

were separated from each other -just as Intellect Willed-  and The Earth brought forth from Herself  

   ’     −        ’   

that which She Contains : four-footed animals and reptiles , beasts ; wild and tame . 

                                          

 

12         Thus Intellect who is The Father of All , by Being Life and Light , gave birth to Human-Kind   

                                                        

to be Like Self . Whom He Loved as His Own Child , for He was Very Beautiful , by Bearing The  

                                       

Likeness of The Father . For It was Reasonable that God Loved His Own Form , and thus    

                                  

He Handed-over/Gave/Transmitted to Himself , All His Creations . 

                                        

 

13a        Then by being begotten within The Demiurgic Sphere , He had carefully observed The Creations  

                                 

of His Brother , who was Established-over The Region of Fire ; and having observed The Creation   

                           

of The Demiurge in The Region of Fire , Self also wished to Create , and so , He was given permission  

                                

by The Father , by being begotten within The Demiurgic Sphere , from which He obtained Complete   

                                            

Authority by having Carefully Observed The Creations of His Brother .          Thus , He Possessed within  

                                       

Himself All The Energy of The Administrators , and thus The Administrators fell in Love with Self ,   

                                                 

and thus Each One of The (7) Administrators Gave Him an Arrangement/Order of Their Own Nature .  

                                                                                 

 

13b       And having Learned to Recognize The Ousia of These (7) Administrators , and having Received   

                                                                                  

of The Nature of Themselves , He wished/desired to break-through The Circumference of The   
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Circles/Orbits , and to thoroughly-Intellect The Power of Him who was Established over The Fire .   

                                               
 

14         And by Possessing Complete Authority over The Kosmos of mortals and irrational animals ,  

                                            

He Peeped-out , through The Harmony , having broken-through The Vault/Arch . He also Showed 

                                                    

The Beautiful Form of The God  to the downward-tending Nature . Then by Nature Beholding  

                                                     

The Beauty of The Form of The God , She smiled , by being struck with an Insatiable Love of   

                                           

Human-kind , Who Possessed In Himself All The Energy of The Administrators , He Who had Imparted ,  

>>      [[                  

The Most Beautiful Form of That Ideal in The Water , and Its Shadow upon The Earth . 

                                  

Therefore , by Self Seeing In-Himself Her Like Form existing in The Earth and The Water , 

                                 

He fell In-Love , and Where Self wished to dwell . Then at-once , the wish became energy , and  

                                  

He took up dwelling in Her irrational matter . Then The Nature , having taken The Beloved ,   

                                                       

enfolded Him completely , and They were blended together , for They were In-Love  .  

                                                      
 

15             And through this , of all the living beings on Earth , Human-kind is Double ; on the one hand ,  

                                             

mortal through the body , but on the other hand , Immortal by The Human Being in The Way of Ousia .   

                                                             

For by being Immortal , and by having Authority over All , He undergoes mortal experiences , which are  

                                            − 

subject to fate .                For by Being Above The Harmony of The Kosmos , He has become a slave      

−                                                     

subject to fate .    Thus by Being Male/Female having been born from A Father of Both Sexes ;    

                                         

and He is sleepless from The Sleepless , yet He is mastered by Love and Oblivion . 

                                   ’      
 

16               And after this I said “And point-out to me that which remains , O Intellect .  

                                   

                                 For Self also Loves Your Logos .”  The Shepherd replied : 

                                                   

                            “This is The Mystery which has been kept Secret until this Day.    

                              

For Nature by being blended together with Human-kind  has brought forth A Wonder Most Wondrous .   

                                                        

        Self , which I told Thee , came to Be of  Fire/Father/Intellect and of  Breath/Spirit/Logos ,  

                                                           

                     Possessing The Nature of The Harmony from The Seven [Administrators] ,  
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                         But Nature did not wait , but immediately brought forth seven human-beings 

                              ’             

            corresponding to The Natures of The Seven Administrators – Male/Female and Raised-High .” 

                                           

And after this I said ,                 “O Shepherd , For now I have come into A Great Desire ,   

                 

and I long to hear , do not turn away .” 

          

And The Shepherd said ; “Do be silent , for I have not yet fully explained to Thee The First Logos.” 

                            

Behold , I am silent , said I . 

           
  
17        “Therefore , As I was saying , the generation of These Seven came to Be in the following way .  

                                                            

The Nature brought forth Their bodies ; for The Earth was Female , and The Water was Licentious . 

                               

Then from The Fire They Received Their Ripeness , then from The Ether , Their Breath . And  

                                                        

The Nature brought forth Their bodies , according to The Idea of Human-Kind . Then from Life and  

                                          

Light Human-kind came to Be in Soul and Mind ; such as on the one hand , from Life Soul , whereas   

                                              

on the other hand , from Light Mind . And Everything of The Perceptible Kosmos remained thus ,   

                                                    

until The End of The Period/Cycle : The Beginning/Origin/Source of The Genera . 

                                                                        
 

18      Hear The Remaining Logos , Being That which Thou Longs to hear .  Upon Completion of Her  

                                                                   

Period/Cycle , The Bond of All was let loose , According to The Will of God , for All the living beings ,  

                                               

which were Male/Female , were parted asunder at the same time as Human-kind , and in turn came to Be  

                                                               

either Male or in like fashion Female .           Then The God Immediately Spoke to The Holy Logos :   

                                              

             “All that has been Founded and Fashioned , Thou may increase and continue to increase , and  

                                                   

multiply and continue to multiply . And may the Human-being endowed with Mind Recognize that  

                                                      

Their Self is Deathless , and that Love is The Cause of Death , and may Recognize All The Beings . 

                                  

Thus , The Human-being who Recognize/Knows Himself Journeys/Withdraws into The Good .” 

                                                                           ” 
 

19   Having spoken this , Providence Produced Their Mingling through Destiny and The Harmony  

                                     

and established Their generations  . And thus Everything was multiplied according to Genus . 
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And thus the one who had Recognized Himself arrived at The Super-Ousian Good , while the one who  

                                           

was content with the body , begotten from wandering love , this one remained wandering in the dark ,  

                                 

suffering through the senses the things of Death .” 

                    
 

20  I said , “To what degree do the ignorant miss the mark , in order to be deprived of Immortality?” 

                       

He said , “O this . It is Likely that you have not Reflected/Paid-Attention on/to That which  

                                                                                             

You have Heard . Did I not tell Thee to Intellect ?” 

                                                                          

I replied , “I will Intellect and I will Remember , and thus I am Grateful at the same time . ” 

                                                                       

He said , “If you have Intellected , tell me , why are the dead who are in ignorance , worthy of Death .” 

                                   

I replied , “Because the abhorrent darkness is the prime source of the inhabited body ; and from which  

                                                       

darkness , arose The Fluid Nature , and from which darkness , the body is composed  :   .  .  .    

                                                                                  

in The Perceptible Kosmos , and from which Death is irrigated .” 

                            
 

21    He said , “O This , You have Intellected Correctly . But According to What , “Does the one who   

                                                                             ”              o               

Intellects , Recognizes Himself , then Journeys/Withdraws to The Good”, as The Logos of God Says ?”  

          ”          

I replied , “Because The Father of Wholes has been composed out of Light and Life ,  from which  

                                                              

Sources (The One and Ousia -Parmenides 142E-) , Human-kind has come to Be .” 

                                                                                                    

This The Shepherd said , “Well said ! Since Light and Life is God and Father , from whence Human-  

                    −  

kind has come to Be .   If  You Realize Yourself as Being from Life and Light , and that You happen   

−                                         − 

to be created out of These , Then You will Return/Journey/Withdraw Again to Life and Light .” 

−                                                                       

I said ,         “But tell me further , how I shall Journey to Life , O My Intellect ?  For God declares ,  

                        

“Let the human-being Endowed with Mind Recognize/Know Himself ” . 

                                                                     ”  

Do not All human-beings possess Mind ?  

         
 

22     Intellect said to me , “O Here , You Speak Good/Pious Words  (2nd Alc 149B)  .  I  Intellect ,    

                                                             

Am Present to The Pious and to The Good and Pure , and to the Merciful to Those who Live Piously ,  
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and My Presence becomes a Help to Themselves , and They Immediately Know All Beings , and  

                      

They are Reconciled to The Father In a Lovingly-Content Way , and They Gratefully Offer Gratitude ,  

                                                                   

by Praising and Singing Hymns to Self In Due Order with Affection .    And Prior to handing-over 

              

the body to its own Death , They disdain their senses , having Seen their effects .  But even  

                   

more to the point , Self Intellect , will not Allow the effects of the body which assail Them   

                                

to achieve their end ; for by Being The Gatekeeper , I shall close the in-roads of defective/corrosive  

                                                  

things and of their foul/dishonoring/shameful effects , thus cutting off their inner-desires . 

                                            

 

23       But I Am very far away from those that are mindless : the vicious , the worthless , the envious ,  

                                                     

the greedy , the murderers and the profane , having given way to The Avenging Spirit , who tortures/tests    

               

such a person by shooting sharp arrows of fire , by assaulting self through the senses .               He also   

             

arms self to even greater acts of lawlessness , in order that an even greater retribution befalls self . And 

                                                

they do not cease from fighting in the dark , by having an insatiable appetite for their boundless yearning .   

                          

And so The Avenging Spirit puts self to the test/torture by increasing the fire upon self to the utmost .” 

                                                        ’     

 

24         “You have taught me Everything Well , as I wished , O Intellect .   But still tell me about   

                                                     

The Way The Ascent comes to Be ; how I will be Withdrawn into Life .” 

                               
 

To this The Shepherd replied ; “On the one hand , in the dissolution of the material body , You first  

                                

Give-up the corporeal self to alteration , and the visible form which You had , becomes Invisible . And  

                              

by Giving-up to The Spirit Your habitual character , it becomes Inactive .  And the senses of the body 

                                             

return to their own sources , by becoming parts of The Kosmos , and come together again in turn    

                 

in other energies/activities .    And the seat of emotion and the desire withdraw into the irrational nature . 

                             

 

25        And so In This Way The Human-being sets-in-motion The Way Above through The Harmony .   

                                                                   

And to the first zone , The Human-being Gives-up the activity/energy of increasing and of decreasing ,   
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And to the second zone , The Human-being Gives-up the activation of the means of vice by fraud ,   

                                                                                       

and to the third zone , the activation of the appetite for fraud , and to the fourth , the activation of the  

                                                                     

arrogance of authority ,  and to the fifth , the activation of impious daring and of reckless audacity ,   

                

and to the sixth ,  the activation of the avaricious impulses for wealth , and to the seventh zone ,   

                                          

the Human-being Gives-up the activation of the falsehood which waits in ambush . 

                                                                                             .  
 

26a        And at that time , by being stripped-naked of the activities of The Harmony , Human-beings   

                                                

come to be in The Presence of The Eighth Nature , by Possessing Their Own Power , and They Sing  

                                                  

Praises to The Father along-with Those who are There ; since Those who are Present Rejoice     

                                                             

at The Presence of This . And by being made Like Those They are Joined-With , They also Hear  

                                                        

The Powers , which are Above The Eighth Nature , Singing Praises to God  In Their Own Tone .   

                

And at that time , In Due Order , They Ascend to The Father ; and They Surrender Themselves   

                                      

to The Self Powers  , and by coming to Be The Self Powers , They come to Be In God .      

               

This Is The Good , This Is The Goal for Those who have come to Possess Intuitive-Knowledge . 

                                               

26b            Well then, why do you delay ?  Should you not , by having received All , become A Guide  

                                                                   

to Those who are Worthy , in order that The Race of Humanity may be Saved by God through Thee ?” 

                                                 

Having said that to me , The Shepherd Became Blended With The Powers .   

                                    

 −   transposed to the end  

30                   Then I Inscribed in Myself The Kindness of The Shepherd , and by having been Filled   

                                   

with That which I wished , I was exceedingly glad .      For the sleep of the body had come to Be   

                                                        

The Sobriety of my Soul , and the closing of my eyes had come to Be True Vision , and my silence ,  

                                   

had come to Be Pregnant of The Good , and my barrenness of Logos had come to Be The Begetting of 

                                                                 

Goods .     But This happened  to me ; having Received It from my Mind ; but This Is of The Shepherd ;    

[]                         

of The Inner-Self , The Logos of Intellect . . . Whereby by coming to Be A Divine-Intellect , I reached  

                                         

The Abode of The Truth .  
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           For which Reason I Offer Praise to God The Father from My Whole Soul and Strength .   

                                                           

 

31                          Holy Is God , The Father of Wholes , Who Is Prior to The Source . 

                                            (  )           ()   

Holy Is God , Whose Will Is Accomplished by His Own Powers . 

                                                 

 Holy Is God , Who Wills to be Known , and Is Known by Those that Are His Own . 

                                                    

Holy Art Thou , Who has Given Subsistence to The Beings by The Logos . 

                                                                                   

Holy Art Thou , Whom Nature has not darkened . 

                                                                      

Holy Art Thou , of Whom All Nature brings forth images . 

                                                                               

Holy Art Thou , Who Is Stronger than All Power . 

                                                               

Holy Art Thou , Who Art Greater than All Pre-Eminence . 

                                                                            

Holy Art Thou , Who Surpasses All These Praises . 

                                                                    

 

Accept Chaste Offerings of Logos Uplifted to Thee from Soul and Heart , 

                             

Who Art Ineffable , Unutterable , Who Art spoken of In Silence . 

                                                                      

 

32                  I Ask that I may never fall-away from The Intuitive-Knowledge of our Ousia   

                                                    ’   

That Nods-Assent to me ; and Endows me with Vitality ; and by The Good-Will of This , in order that ,   

                                             

I shall Enlighten those of my race who are in ignorance , my Brethren , but Thine Children . 

                                                

  . . . For which Reason , I Trust and I Bear Witness that  I Withdraw to Life and Light . 

                                                                 

Blessed Art Thou , O Father .  He who is Thine Human-Being wishes to Share of Thine Holiness ; 

                                                           

even as Thou has given All The Authority to Self . 

           

 

27               Then I , having given Thanks and Praise to The Father of Wholes , was sent forth by Self ,  

                              ’    

having been Given Power and by having been Taught The Nature of The All , and by having Seen 

                                                     

The Supreme Vision .  And I began to proclaim to Human-Beings about The Beauty of Piety and    

                    

of Intuitive-Knowledge : 

                          : 
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                     ‘O people , men born of The Earth , who have given yourselves over to drunkenness   

                     “                        −  −                 

and to sleep by your ignorance of God , Awake to Sobriety , and thus cease being intoxicated , 

                                           

and being beguiled by the sleep of irrationality .’ 

                                                             ” 

 

28                                Then , Those who heard came to my side with One Accord . 

                                                           

Then I said :    “O men born of The Earth , why have you given yourselves over to Death , 

     ”                      −    −    

while Possessing The Authority to Participate of Deathlessness ?  

                                                               

You-must-Turn-Your-Mind-About / You-Must-Restore-Your-Mind ! 

   

You who have kept company with the wandering and have shared in their ignorance ! 

                                                       

Be Liberated/Released from the darkness , Return to The Light ! Participate of Immortality , 

                                 

by Forsaking The Destruction ! 

                                                              .” 

 

29                   And on the one hand , some of themselves stood aloof  talking nonsense ,  

                                                         

giving themselves over to the way of Death ; 

                                             −  −        

while on the other hand , Others beseeched to be instructed , having thrown Themselves at my feet . 

                                                             

Then I , bade Them to Stand up , having become The Guide of Their Kind , 

                                                

by Teaching The Logos , how and in what Way They could be Saved/Preserved .  

                                                                

And I sowed in Selves The Logos of Wisdom,  

                                                   

and That which I sowed was Nourished by The Water of Ambrosia/Immortality. 

                                                             

Then as The Evening came , and The Rays of The Sun began to set ,  

                                      

I bade Them All to Thank God ; 

                                                     

And when They had fully given Their Gratitude , Each returned to Their own bed . 

                          

 

                                                                        End of Book 1 

 

 

Translated with Gratitude , at The Request of Pierre Grimes 

7 July 2017 
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The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes to Asclepion 

                                                             

 

Book 2 

 

1        Hermes: Is it not the case , of All/Everything that is being Moved , O Asclepion ,  
                                                                                              

that It is being Moved in Something , and by Something ? (Parm 2nd Hyp , 145B-146A) 
                                                      

Asclepion: It is very much the case .  

                               . 

Her: Then is it not Necessarily the case that , That in which It is being Moved  
                                                                           

Must be Greater than That which is being Moved ? 
                            

Asc: Necessarily . (.) 

Her: Accordingly then , Must not That which Moves be Stronger than  
                                                                             

That which is being Moved ?  
                        

Asc: It is stronger . ( .) 

Her: Therefore , That in which It is being Moved Must Necessarily Contain/Possess 
                                                                                            

The Opposite (Active) Nature of That which is Being Moved (Passive Nature) . 
                                                  

Asc: Quite so . (  .) 
 

2        Hermes: Therefore , This Kosmos is Great ; than Which there is no body greater .  
                                                                   

Asc: It is agreed . ( ) 

Her: And It is Massive ; for It is Filled with many other great bodies ,  
                    

or rather , with All such bodies that exist . 
         

Asc: It has to be in this way .  (  .)  

Her: But The Kosmos is a body ?  
                          

Asc:  A body . (.) 

Her: And It is being Moved ? 
                    

Asc: Quite so .  ( .) 
 

3          Hermes: Therefore , of what Magnitude must be The Place/Space  in which  
                                                                                       

The Kosmos is being Moved , and of what Nature ? Must not that Space be far greater ,  
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in order that It may be able to take/accept/receive Its Continuous/Perpetual Motion ,  
                                                                         

and that That which is being Moved may not be cramped/squeezed by Its narrowness   
                                                                 

so as to obstruct Its Motion ? 
                   

 

4A           Asclepion: What A Very Great Space , O Thrice-Great One ! 
                                                         

Hermes : Then of what Nature is It , O Asclepius? Must It not be of That Nature that is   
                                                     

opposite to That of The Kosmos ? For The Incorporeal is the opposite to the corporeal . 
                                                                                 

Asc:  It is agreed . () 

Her: Therefore That Place/Space is Incorporeal .  
                                                 

 

4B    But That which is Incorporeal is either Divine , or The God .  But now I mean that 
                                                                       

The Divine is not The Begotten , but The Unbegotten . Therefore on the one hand , if   
                                                               

The Divine is either of The Nature of The Eternal Ousia ; or , on the other hand , if  
                                                                                                    

It is The God , then It Must also be distinct from The Ousia .    But Place/Space is 
                                                            

5  Intelligible in another way ; for The God  is Primarily Intelligible to Himself , while   
                                                              

Place/Space is Intelligible to us , not to Himself . For The Intelligible <Is Intelligible>  
                                                                

to That which Intellects . Therefore it is not the case , that sense-perception pertains to  
                                                                                      

The God , so that Space/Place is not Intelligible to Himself ; for That which Is Being  
                                                                       

Intellected is not Something Else than Himself , but It is Intellected by us . Because of  
                     ’                                      

this , Something Else is Intellected by us .  
                

6A     Then if Space/Place is Intelligible , but not as The God , but as Space/Place ; 
                                                         ’         

like an Encompassing Energy , then Space/Place is Something Else than The God .  
               ’                       

6B     Thus All/Everything That is being Moved is Moved , not in That which Moves ,  
                                                                     

but in That which Stands Fast . Thus , That which Moves also Stands Fast ; for it is  
’                                                                         

* 
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Impossible for Self to be Moved together with That .   
                         

Asc: Therefore, O Thrice-Great-One, how is it that Those (Stars) that Move in this place ,   
                                                                         

Move together with Those (Planets) which They move ?    For you have said that The 
                                                                            

Wandering Spheres are Moved by The Un-wandering Sphere of The Stars .  
                              

Her: This Motion , O Asclepion , is not  Motion in The Same Way/Direction , since it is  
                                                                       

Motion in The Opposite Way/Direction; for They do not Move in a Similar/Like Way ,  
                                                                                             

but in a Way that is Contrary to one another. Therefore The Opposition of Their Motion 
’                                                          

Maintains Stationary The (Gravitational) Resistance of Their Motion ; for Their  
                                                           

Motion is Kept Stabile by Their Resistance  .  
                                     
 

7       Therefore The Wandering Spheres , are being Moved in The Opposite Direction  
                                                        

to The Un-Wandering Sphere of The Stars , by Each Other being Moved  by The 
                                                                              ’   

Opposition of The Counter-movement About The Stationary Self . And it is Impossible 
                                           

to be Maintained otherwise . For These Bears (The Big and Little Dipper) , which You See ,  
                                                                         

neither rise nor set , but Turn About The Self ; do you think that They are Moved ,  
            

or that They Stand Fast ? 
                       

Asc: That They are Moved , O Thrice-Great-One . 
                                        

Her: What Kind is Their Motion , O Asclepion? 
                                      

Asc: It is The Motion that Turns About The Self . 
                                      

Her: Therefore , The Revolution About The Self is The Motion that is Held Fast by  
                                                      

Stability ; for That Motion About The Self Prevents It from going beyond The Self ;  
                                                                 

thus by Preventing The Motion from going beyond The Self results in That Motion  
                                                                                   

About The Self , if It is to be Stable . And in this way The Motions that are Contrary  
                                                               

* 
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are Steadfast and Stable , by being Kept Stationary by Their Contrariety .  
                                               
 

8A     Now I will point out to Thee A Model which you can see with thine own eyes .   
                                                              

I mean for example , those living-beings upon The Earth ; Such as by Contemplating  
                                                                                  

a Human-Being Swimming : For The Water Keeps Flowing ; but The Resistance  
                                     

of the hands and the feet (upon The Water) brings about Stability for the human-being ,  
                                                              

so that the swimmer is not carried away by The Water . 
                                          

Asc: That Model is Clear , O Thrice-Great-One .  
                      

Her: Therefore , All Motion Moves in A Stable Space/Place ,  
                                     

and by The Power of A Stable (Intelligible and Incorporeal Space/Place) . 
                            

8B  Therefore The Motion of The Kosmos, and of All Living Matter , does not happen   
                                      

to Arise from Those that are outside of The Body, but from Those that are within , to  
                   ’                               

That which is outside ; either from Soul or from Something Else that is Incorporeal .  
                                                                    

For a Body that is EnSouled  is not Moved by a body ; since it is generally the case that  
                   ’               

body cannot Move body , even if the body is soulless . 
                                                        
 

9    Asc: How do you mean this , O Thrice-Great-One ?  Therefore when logs and stones  
                                                         

and all the other soulless things are moved , are they not moved by bodies ? 
                                        

Her: In no way at all , O Asclepion ! For That which is within the body : That which  
                                                        

Moves that which is soulless , is not a body . That is That which Moves both  , and 
                              

That is That which Moves both the body of the carrier/bearer and That  which Moves  
                                                                                    

that which is being carried/borne ; for which reason that which is soulless cannot  
                                                                   

Move anything self by self . Surely then you see The Soul being weighed-down , when   
   ’                           

She carries/bears two bodies Alone . So that it is clear that those that are moved are both 
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Moved in Something (Incorporeal Space) , and by Something (Incorporeal Soul) . 
                                                                 
 

10    Asc: Then , O Thrice-Great-One , must those that are moved be moved in a void ? 
                                                              

Her: Hush ! You must speak Well , O Asclepion ! Not One of The Real Beings is void ; 
                                                                 

since it is only that (shadows/falsehood) which is not Real Being that is void/empty . For  
                                                                                                   

The Hyparxis can never come to Be void , Through The Logos of The Hyparxis . 
                      

Therefore , That which Is (The Being) could not be That which Is (Being) ,  
                                                                                     

if It were not Filled-full of The Hyparxis (The Apex of Existence/Ousia) . 
                             

Asc: Therefore are not such things empty/void  , O Thrice-Great-One , such as an empty 
                                                        

jar , or a pot , or a trough and all their other likes ?  
            

Her: Oh ! The magnitude of your wandering , O Asclepion ! Are you lead to believe that  
                                                                    

These are void/empty ? But rather The Real Beings are The Fullest and The Greatest . 
                                                       

 

11     Asc: What do you mean , O Thrice-Great-One ? 
                                                

Her: Is not The Air a body ? 
                 

Asc: A body .  (.) 

Her: But does not This body Permeate Throughout All of The Real Beings , and Fills 

                                                       

All By Its Permeation? But is not a body composed by having been Blended out of The  
                                                          

Four (Elemental) Bodies ?  Therefore , All those which Thou says are empty , are Full   
                                                             

of The Air, and if of The Air , then they are also Full of The Four (Elemental) Bodies ;  
                                                                   

and so The Opposite Logos has been brought to Light as a result ; that All these vessels  
                                                 

which Thou says are Full , are in fact empty of The Air , by Those (Elemental) Bodies  
                                                                   

being compressed/confined by other bodies (liquids) , and so They have no Space/Place  
           ’                                   

to admit/receive/accept/take The Air .   Therefore , these vessels which Thou says are  
                                                                                 

* 
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empty , should be called hollow , not empty ; for they are Full of The Hyparxis 
                                          

of Air and Breath (of Life) . 
           

Asc: The Logos is Un-opposable/Un-deniable , O Thrice-Great-One ! 
                                                         

 

12A           Hermes: Therefore , what did we say of The Space in which The All 

                                                                                   

                                  is Moved ?  For we said , O Asclepion , that It is Incorporeal . 
                                                                                     

Asclepion: Therefore , what is This that is Incorporeal ? 
                                           

Her:  It Is Intellect , Encompassing Itself Whole From-Whole , Being Free from  
                                                         

corporeal wandering , Imperturbable , Intangible , Stably-Fixed Self In-Itself ,   
                                              

Containing and Preserving of All The Real Beings , The Light of The Soul . 
                         

 

12B    Asclepion: Therefore , what do you say is The Good ? 
                                                           

Hermes: The Good Is The Archetypal Light ; of which The Intellect and The Truth    
                                             

are just as if They were Rays . 
        

 

13        Asc: Therefore , what Is The God ? 
                                           

Her: God is neither of These Hyparxes , whereas by Being The Cause to These and  
                                               

to The Existence of These , and to Each One and to All of All The Real Beings ; for 
                                   

there is not Anyone left-out , except that which Is not (falsehood/shadows and the like) .    
                                                                                                 

Therefore All those that come to be , Exist out of The Real Beings , not out of those  
                                                                 

that are not Real Beings . For the (sterile) nature of those that are not Real Beings does  
                                                                                         

not Possess The Power to come to be something ; since their (sterile) nature is such that  
                               

they cannot come to be anything . And in turn , The (Eternal) Nature of The Real Beings ,  
                                                             

does not Possess that which does not in any way exists or that which does not ever exist .  
                                         ’                                        

* 
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Therefore , The God is not Intellect , but The Cause of The Existence of Intellect . 
                                                                 

Nor is He The Breath of Life , but The Cause of The Existence of The Breath of Life ,  
                                                                                        

nor is He The Light , but The Cause of The Existence of The Light .  
                                                                

 

14    For which Reason , The God must be Worshiped by These Two Familiar Names , 
                                                            
by Them Belonging Far and Away to Self Alone and to no other . For none of The  
                                       

Other Beings called Gods , nor human-beings nor Spirits , can even be Good to any  
                  ’  

degree (as The Good) ;  for The God Alone Is Good ; and This Alone Is Good , and   
                                                              

no other ; since All The Others are incapable-of-containing The Nature of The Good .   
                                   

For body and soul are not capable of containing The Good Space/Place ; for Such  
                          

15    Is The Greatness of The Good , Such Is The Hyparxis of All The Real Beings ,   
                                  

of both The Corporeal , and of The Incorporeal , of The Sensible and Intelligible .  
                                                           

And The God Is Solely This , and no other .              Therefore , call nothing else Good ,   
                       

other than Solely The God ; since you would be impious . And never call The God  
                                                        

anything else than Solely The Good; since again , you would be impious .   
                                                    
 

16        Therefore on the one hand , the good is spoken by All in word , whereas on the  
                                                                

other hand , What in the world It Is , is not Intellected by All ; and so because of this ,   
                                                                          

The God is not Intellected by All ; and so in their ignorance , they call The Gods and   
        ’                  

certain human-beings good ; who cannot Ever Be , nor can Ever come to Be (Good) .  
              

For The Good is The Most Alien/Foreign/Strange to These ; and The Good Is   
                                        

Inseparable from The God , by Being The God/Divine Self .   Therefore  on the one   
                                                                  

hand , All The Other Deathless Gods that are called Good , are Honored by The Name   
                      

of The God ; whereas on the other hand ,  The God is called The Good not by way of  
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Honor , but According to Nature ; for The Nature of The God Is One with The Nature  
                                                      

of The Good ; and so there Is One Genus from Both , from which , there Exist All The 
                                                                     

Genera .  For The God Is Good , since All is Given and nothing is taken .   
                

Therefore , The God Gives All and nothing is taken . Therefore The God Is The Good ,  
                                        

and The Good Is The God .  
                
 

17A      Then in turn , The Other Familiar Name (See 14) of The God Is The Father .    
                                                                                 

because He Is The Creator of All ; for The Father is The One who Creates/Makes .  
                                                                  

And for this reason The Begetting-of-Children (Symposium 206E) is the most Serious  
                                                                                  

and the most Pious of concerns in Life by Those who are Well Mindful .  For it is both 
                                       

a great misfortune and impiety for human-beings to depart from Life Childless ; <<just  
                          

as it is accursed by The Sun (to be sterile/barren/unproductive) . Justice is also  
                                                               

Imparted to such a one after Death by Spiritual-Beings . Thus The Retribution is this :  
                                                   

that the soul of the one who is Childless is bound by Law to enter into a body that has  
                                                                 

neither the nature of a man nor that of a woman . Therefore , O Asclepion , never  
                                      

rejoice-together with one that is childless , but instead , pity their circumstance ,   
                                            

knowing what kind of Retribution awaits self . 
                      

 

17B                So-much and Such-like have I taught Thee , O Asclepion ,  
                                                

                             A Certain Fore-Knowledge of The Nature of All . 
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The Holy Logos of Thrice Great Hermes . 

            

 

Book 3  

 

That The God Is The First of All , and that The All Is Divine  

                                                          

And That The Nature Is Divine .  

                                                                                

  

1A          The God Is The Source of The Real Beings , and of Intellect and of Nature  
                                                                                   

and of Matter , in order to show forth Wisdom by Creating Everything , by Being The  
                                                                  

Source of All .  And Nature is The Energy of The God , and Nature Operates/Energizes  
                              

in accordance to Necessity , and She Energizes through Consuming and Renewing ,  
          ’                                                      

 

1B         For there was Darkness in The Unlimited Deep , and Unlimited Water ; and there 
                                              

was A Subtle , Intelligent Breath , which Permeated (Book 2-11) those in Chaos with  
                                                                                    

Divine Power . Thus upon All the undefined/indistinct and thoroughly-unprepared beings ,  
                                              

surely then there was Shed A Holy Light ; and The Elements and All The Gods came to Be .  
                                                  

 

2A  All of Nature was thoroughly divided in the sowing , for The Wholes were Defined , so  
                                         

that Those that are Subtle were Set-Apart On High , thus The Fire was Suspended On High ,  

                                                        

to Ride-upon The Wind/Air/Breath ; and Those that are heavy sank down , and The Sand  
                                                   

was laid beneath The Fluid Ousia , and The Dry Land was made Solid by being separated from  

 ’                                                                               

The Fluid Ousia . 

    

  

2B And The Fiery Ousia was Differentiated Along-with The Gods in Self; and in The Heaven  

                                           

were Seen within Seven Spheres , and The Gods were Seen in Their Astral Ideal-Forms    

                                             

Along-with All The Constellation-Signs of Themselves .  And The Heaven Revolved  

                                                                        

by Running Its Ethereal Circling-course , by Riding-upon The Divine Wind/Breath/Air . 
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3A    Thus Each God , by Their Own Power , put forth That which was Appointed to Self . 
                                                    

And there came forth four-footed and reptilian and water-born and winged wild animals ,   
                                                

and every seed and pasturage and every flower and herb was sown , according to Their 
             

Different Natures , by being seeded within Themselves of the seed of Regeneration .   
               
 

3B        . . . and The Generation of Human-beings , by The Intuitive-Knowledge into Divine   
                                                                                     

Works , and by Witnessing The Energies of Nature , and the multitude of human works ,    
                                             

and The Rulership of All those under Heaven , and All The Good Insights found in that which  
            ’                                 

is to be increased in the increase and is to be multiplied in multitude (Rep 587C) .  And that    
                                                                

Through The Encircling Course of The Gods , Every Soul that is in-the-flesh , has been  
                                            − 

Prepared for The Contemplation of Heaven , and The Course of All The Heavenly Gods ,  
−                                     

and for The Intuitive-Knowledge into The Divine Power of Divine Works and by Witnessing  
                                                         

The Energies of Nature , and by going into the tokens/signs/indications of Goods , by The  
                                                                     

Intuitive-Knowledge of Divine Powers]] , by Knowing the unruly fate of “good things”    

                                                

and “bad things”, and by Discovering all the marvelous works of the good (as those of Daidalos) .  

                                     
 

4            And it belongs to selves to live and to pass away according to the determined fate  

                                     

of The Encircling Course of The Gods , and to be dissolved into (Time .)  And there  

                                              

will be some on the one hand , whose names will live-on , by leaving-behind upon The Earth  

                                                                           

mighty memorials of their artistry ; whereas on the other hand , Time will hide in darkness   

                                 

the names of the many .           And every generation of ensouled flesh , and every skilful work  

                   

of fruit from seed , will be received by destruction ; but those that become less will be Renewed   

                                         

by Necessity and by The Renewal of The Gods and by The Encircling Numbered Course   

                                  

of Nature . For All The Kosmic Blending are The Judgments of The Divine ,  by-being- 

                        − 

-perpetually-renewed by Nature ; for Nature has also been Established in The Divine . 

       −                                                  
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The Holy Logos of Hermes to Tat . 

                                                                                          
 

Book 4 
 

The Krater (The Bowl) . [The Monad .] 

                              

 

1A   Hermes: [[Seeing that The Demiurgos had made The Whole Kosmos , not with hands but  
                                                       ’   

by The Logos , so that in this way it must be understood , that since That which Is Solely One  
                                                                     

Is Always Present , and Creates All ; thus He Fashions The Real Beings by The Will of Self .  
               

1B    For such is That which is Incorporeal ; It Is not tangible , nor visible , nor Measurable ,  
                               

nor partible and not Like Anything else .    For That is not Fire ,        nor Water ,     
                     

nor Air , nor Breath ; whereas All These came to Be Through Self .   For by Being Good ,     
             ’                   

This solely applies to Himself . 
      

2         Then since The Demiurgos had made The Whole Kosmos , He Willed that The Earth  
                                                 

also Be Adorned , and thus The Human Body was sent down as an Adornment of The Father ;  
                                                      

The Living Mortal Image of an Immortal Living Being .       For The Human-being came to be  
                                                 

to Contemplate The Works of The God ; and for this purpose ; that He might Recognize/Know  
                                                                         

The Kosmic-Adornment that He Created , with Wondering Awe . And thus on the one hand , 
                                                                  

The Kosmos of Living-Beings has The Advantage of Life and also of The Adornment of  
                                                          

The Logos and of The Intellect . 
                

3      Thus on the other hand , The Human-being has The Advantage over the other living beings  
                                                                                   

of The Life and of The Adornment of The Logos and of The Intellect .  Therefore , O Tat , 
                                                          

on the one hand , The Logos was apportioned in All Human-beings ; whereas on the other hand ,   
                                                                

Intellect was not yet apportioned to All , but not through ill-will towards some ; for ill-will  
                                                                                        

does not begin from Heavenly-Source , since it is contrived down-below, in the souls  
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of those human-beings who are not in possession of Intellect .  
                                                    

Tat: Therefore , O Father , for what Reason did The God not apportion Intellect to All ? 
                                                                       

Hermes: He Willed , O Son , that This Intellect should be situated in The Middle ,  
                                                               

just as if it were a Prize-Won by Their Souls . 
                                   

 

4     Tat: And where was Self situated ? 
                          

Hermes: He sent down A Great (Hollow) Bowl Filled with This ; Appointing A Messenger , 
                                                          

and He Ordered Self to Proclaim to The Hearts of Human-beings in the following way ;  
                                                 
 

“Baptize The Power of Thy-Self in This Bowl , by Recognizing for what purpose 
  (The Hypotenuse)            

you have come to be , and by Trusting that you shall Ascend to Him who sent down The Bowl .”   
                           
 

             Thus on the one hand , those who Took Notice of The Proclamation , and were Baptized  
                                                                        

by Intellect, these that Participated of The Intuitive-Knowledge, and became Perfect Humans ,  
                                                       

by Receiving Intellect . Whereas on the other hand , those who missed The Proclamation , these  
                                                                     

on the one hand , have of The Rational , whereas on the other hand , they had not yet  
                                                                           

also Gained Their Intellect .         And on the one hand , these were ignorant , for what purpose    
                                                             

they had come to be , and from what Source . 
                                          

 

5         Whereas on the other hand , the perceptions of these people resemble those of irrational 
                                                                           

living-beings ; by both having a bad-mixture of passion and rage , by not Admiring Those   
                            

Objects which are Worthy of Their Attention , but instead , they cling to the pleasures and  
                                                                                

appetites of their bodies , and by trusting that human-beings came to be for that purpose .         
                               

           Whereas Those that Participated of The Gift of The God , These , O Tat , are Immortal  
                                                       

instead of mortal ; by comparison with the others . For They Comprehend All by Their Intellect ;  
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All those upon The Earth , and Those in Heaven , and Those Beyond Heaven if there are any ,  
                                                                                          

and having been Lifted to That Height , Themselves See The Good , and by Seeing/Realizing 
                                                             

They are led to believe that the time spent here is a misfortune , and thus They disdain  
                                         

All that is corporeal , by Hurrying to The One and Only Good .    
            

 

6A  This Self , O Tat , is The Energy of Intellect ; The Abundance of Knowledge of Those 
                                                   

that are Divine and It Is The Full-Intellection of The God , by The Bowl Being Divine . 
                                               

 

6B    Tat:  And I , O Father , wish to be Baptized of The Bowl .  
                             

Hermes:  If You , O Son , do not first hate the body , You will not be able to Love Thy-Self ; 
                                           

whereas by Loving Thy-Self , You will Possess Intellect ; and by Possessing Intellect ,   
                                                                         

You will also Participate of Its Knowledge . 
                               

Tat: In what way do You mean this , O Father ? 
                                        

Hermes: For it is manifestly impossible , O Son , to come to be about both , the mortal and  
                                  

The Divine . For there are Two Kinds of Beings , corporeal and Incorporeal ; in which there is 
                                                

the mortal and The Divine , and the one who wills to make their choice is left free to seize   
                                                    

either one . And in such a selection , it is not possible to seize both ; for if the one is lessened ,  
              

then it reveals the energy/activity of the other .   
            

7            Therefore on the one hand , The Energy of The Better Choice happens to be 
                                                           

Most Beautiful for The One who chooses ; for It not only Preserves/Saves the Human-being , 
                                                    

but It also Reveals Their Piety in Relation to The God .    Whereas on the other hand , the  
                                                                  

energy of the worse choice on the one hand , happens to be the undoing of the human-being ,   
                                                                                         

whereas on the other hand , it is none the less out-of-tune to The God , or only this ; since just as 
                                                 

those in processions who pass through The Middle , cannot energize any of their own Powers ,  
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since These have been obstructed , in the same way then , these also merely pass in procession  
                                             

in The Kosmos , by being led along by the corporeal pleasures .   
               

 

8A   Therefore , O Tat , since these affairs have to be in this way , on the one hand , Those that  
                                                                                             

Issue/Arise/Spring from The God will also Issue/Arise/Spring from The God for us , and on  
                                                                              

the other hand, may Those be Followed by us, and may we not fall short; since on the one hand ,  
                        ’                                 

The God Is without blame . Therefore , on the other hand , we are the cause of the vices ;  
                                                                                         

by preferring these , instead of The Virtuous Goods (Odyssey Bk1:32-34) . 
                                        

  

8B       You see , O Son , how many bodies we must pass through in succession , and 
                            

how many choruses of Spirits and courses of Stars there are , in order that we may press on to  
                                                   

The One and Only God .  For  The Good Is Un-crossable ; and since It Is Unlimited , and 
                                      

Endless ; thus It Is By-Self and without-Beginning/Cause , but to us , Its Knowledge   
                                                                      

9    appears to have A Beginning .  Therefore , The Knowledge of That which is to be Known 
                                                                 

does not begin to Be , Of-Itself ; since it is (only) for us that Its Beginning is produced .   
                 ’                                           

Therefore , let us lay hold of Its Beginning , and let us Journey with all speed . For the 
                                                  

forsaking of our intimates and those present is very difficult , and to Return to Those Ancient   
               

Sources ; for on the one hand , Those that are Apparent delight/gladden/cheer us , whereas on 
                                                                                    

the other hand , Those that are Invisible make us disbelief . But those that are more-apparent  
                                                                           

are those that are vicious ; since The Good is Invisible to those that are visible ; for there is no 
                                                                  

form nor shape for Self . For it is impossible for The Incorporeal to be manifest to the corporeal    
                                          

through this ; since on the one hand , It Is Like Self , whereas , It Is Unlike All The Others . 
                                               

For Self is Different from The Like in relation to The Unlike , and to the deficiency  
                                                 

of That which is Unlike in relation to The Like .   
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10        For The Monad Is The Source and Root of All .    For The God Is in All as if He were 
                                   

Their Root and Source . Thus there is nothing without A Source ; whereas The Self Source   
                                                                           

Springs from nothing other than Self , if indeed She Is The Source of The Others .  For Self  
                   ’                                             

Is The Source of Self , since She does not happen to be a source from Other Sources .         
                                                  

Therefore , The God Is Like A Monadic Source .  For by The Monad Being The Source and  
                                                           

Root of All Numbers , It Encompasses/Embraces Every Number , whereas It is Surrounded   
                                          

by none ; and It Generates Every Number , whereas It is Generated by no other Number .    
                                

11A   But All that is Generated is incomplete/imperfect , and divisible , and is subject to increase  
                                                                             

and decrease ; whereas That which is Complete/Perfect is subject to none of these conditions . 
                                                                                  

And on the one hand , That which Increases , Increases by Virtue of The Monad , whereas on  
                                                               

the other hand , that which is overpowered , is overpowered by its own weakness ,   
                                                                                 

by no longer being able to Give-way to The Monad .  
                       

 

11B   In these outlines, O Tat, I have Drawn a Likeness of The God for Thee, as far as possible;  
                                                                  

if perhaps you Truly Gaze upon and Intellect (This Likeness) with The Eyes of Your Heart , 
                                                            

Trust Me , Son , you will find The Direction of The Road Above ; but more to the point ,  
                                         

The Self Vision of The Likeness will Guide Thee .  For The Vision Possesses A Certain 
                                                                  

Peculiarity ; of taking possession of Those who have Attained to Be Spectators  ,   
                                                            

and Draws Them Upward , just as it is said , that The Magnetic Stone draws the iron . 
                                                            

* 

 

 

 

* 

 

 

* 

* 
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5 The Logos of Hermes to His Son Tat 

                                                                                

 

That God is Invisible , and yet Is Most-Manifest . 

                                                         
 

Book 5 
 

Hermes: The Logos that follows , O Tat , I will also explain in detail to Thee ,   
                                                           

in order that Thou does not remain uninitiated in The Mysteries of The God who is  
                                                                                                 

Greater than a name . Therefore Thou must Intellect In What Way I mean this ; for    
                                                             (       

by Intellecting , that which is imagined by the many to be hidden/invisible/unseen    
                                                                  

will become most manifest to Thee . . .  for God would not Be if He were not-manifest .  
                                                   

 

                 For All that has been brought into The Light is begotten , for It has been made 
                                                                          − 

visible . Whereas on the other hand , That which is Invisible Always Is ; for It has no  
−                                                                                          

need to be manifest ; for God Always Is ; and He Makes All the rest visible , by Self  
                                  

Being Invisible , by Always Being .  Therefore , All are visible , but Self is not visible , 
                                             

since Self is not brought into being in images of imagination , but All are visible images . 
                                                        

For it is only those that are begotten that belong to the imagination ; for the imagination  
                                                     

is nothing else than generation . Surely then it is Clear that The One is Un-generated and 
                                                  

Not-manifest/In-visible ; but if not-manifest , then The One is also un-seen/hidden . 
                                                     

 

                     Thus All are visible images , through All being brought to Light , and  
                                                              

especially , in All those which Self may also Will to be brought to Light . Therefore ,  
                                                 

O son Tat, Thou must first Pray to The Lord and Father, who is not only in The Good ,  
                             

but also The One from Which, that you may find Favor , in order that Thou may be able  
’                                                                          

to Intellect The God so Venerable , and that even if One Invisible Ray of Self (Rep 540)    
                                

* 
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may Shine to Thine Mind , for Intellection alone Sees That which is Invisible , since  
                                                 

Self is also Invisible ; then if That which is in Thee and is also Invisible is Thee ,    
                                               

how can Self Being In Himself be made visible to thee through the eyes ?      But if 
                                  

Thou are Able to See with The Eyes of Intellect , then He will Be made Visible , O Tat ;  
                                                    

for Intellection Sees The Lord come to Light with No-ill-will throughout All of The  
                                            

Kosmos . And are Thou able to grasp Self with these hands , and to behold The Image   
                      

of The God ? But if That which is within Thee is Invisible to Thee , then how can   
                                                                    

Self that is within Thyself become visible to Thee through the eyes ?  
                                        
 

                  If Thou wishes to See Self , then Thou must Intellect The Sun , Thou must   
                                                                     − 

Intellect The Way of The Moon , Thou must Intellect The Order of The Stars .  Who  
    −                                           

it is That Maintains That Order ? For All Order is Well-Defined by Number and Place .   
                                          

to Whom All The Gods of Heaven Yield [The One Place] , as if He were Their King 
                                                                   

and Master , and yet This Great and Venerable Sun God of The Gods in Heaven ;   
               ’  

Who is Greater than Earth and Sea , Submits Himself to having smaller Stars Circling  
                  

Over Himself .  Is He in Awe of anyone , or does He fear anyone , O Son ?  Are not 
                                   

each one of These Stars also Well-Defined by Measured Limits , and has an Appointed  
                            

Place to move in . Why do not All The Stars who are in Heaven make a Like and Equal  
                               

Course ? Who has Defined The Place and The Length of The Course for Each One ? 
                                         
 

                   The Bear who Turns to Self about Self , and who carries round with Her  
                             

All The Kosmos , . . . Who is that . . . The Air . . . Who owns this instrument/Organ ?  
                                    

Who has Thrown Those Borders Around The Sea ? Who has Firmly-Fixed The Earth ?   
                                                   

For there is Someone , O Tat , who is The Creator and The Master of All of These ; for  
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it is Impossible that either Place or Number or Measure be Preserved/Watched/Kept  
                                                       

Separate from The Creating . For All Order is Created , and thus it is only that which is   
                                                       

out of place and out of measure that is un-created .  Whereas not even this self is without-  
                                            ’                   − 

a-master , O Son ; and since there is something that is in disorder , which is in need   
−                                                

of being possessed/contained/controlled/held/mastered by The Way of This Order ,   
                                                                                      

and since it is under the mastership of no-order , Logos has not yet Imposed Order for Self . 

                      
 

                   If only it were possible for Thee to grow wings , and to soar into The Air !   
                                                  

Being Placed/Fixed Between The Earth and Heaven to See 
                                                              

on the one hand , The  Solid Earth , 
                                                                               

and on the other hand , The Fluid Sea ,       
                                                                          

and even furthermore The Flowing Currents of Rivers , 
                                                                                        

The Wandering Air , 
                                                                

The Sharp-Pointedness/Quickness of Fire , 
                                    

The –Singular− Course of Stars , 
                                                                             

and The Swiftness of The Turning-round-and-round About The Selves of Heaven . 
                                                                   

According to which , Most-Fortunate , Vision of That , Son , to See All The Selves 
                                                         

being borne along by One Impulse , Contemplating  
                                                             

The Un-Moved , Moving through Those that Move ,  
                                                  

and The In-Visible being made Visible through Those which He Makes ! 
                                            ’                                 
 

Self is The Order of The Kosmos , and This is The Adornment of The Order 
                                                     

But if Thou also wishes to Contemplate Self through mortal creatures , those upon  
                                                  

The Earth and those in The Deep  . . .  Intellect , O Son , the human-being being-formed   
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in the womb ; and by Examining-well in a precise way The Artisanship of The Art ,  
                                         

also Learn Who The Artisan is that Fashions This Beautiful and Divine Image of The     
                                            

Human-Being . Who it is that Circumscribed Those Eyes ? Who it is that has pierced-  
                                                   −  

-through the nostrils and the ears ? Who it is that has laid-open the mouth ?   
−                                          

Who it is that has-stretched-out the sinews and bound them fast ? Who it is that has  
                                                                

channeled the veins?  Who is it that has hardened the bones ? Who it is that has thrown  
                                           − 

the skin over the flesh ?             Who is it that has separated those fingers ? Who it is that  
  −                                               

has widened the base for the feet ?  Who is it that has bored those ducts ? Who it is that  
                                       

has stretched the spleen ? Who it is that has made the heart into the shape of a cone , and  
                                           

joined the sinews to self ? Who it is that widened the liver ? Who it is that hollowed-out  
                                           

the cavity of the lungs ? Who it is that made the abdomen capacious?  Who is it that has  
                                                 

formed the most honorable parts to be seen , and concealed the parts that are unseemly ? 
                                                

 

                See how many Arts for One Mass , and how many Works of Art are Enclosed 
                                                        

within One Compass ; and All are Very-Beautiful , All Made-to-Measure , yet All are  
                  

Different .  Who has Made All these ? What Mother , What Father , if not The  
                               

Invisible God , Who has Fashioned All by The Will of Himself ?    
              

 

                  And on the one hand , no one says that a statue or a portrait has come to be  
                                                               

without a sculptor or a painter ; whereas such a work as this has come to be without an  
                       

Artisan ?!  O the blindness of the many , O the irreverence of the many , O the senseless- 
                              − 

-ness of the many .          Never , O Son Tat , deprive the fabrications of their 
−              

Maker ; but rather . . . .       He is Superior to anything that such a name as God implies . 
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For who else is The Father of All ?  Surely Only This Very One ? And   
                                                     

This Work is for Self ; That which The Father Is . But what if you also force me  
                                    

to speak more-boldly , then I will say of this that The Ousia is That which Moves and  
                                                        

Makes All ; and just as it is impossible for anything to come to be without a Maker ,  
                                   

so also it must be that This Maker does not exist , if He is not Always Making All ;   
                                                                  

in Heaven , in Air , in Earth in The Deep , in Every part of The Kosmos , in All  
                               

that Truly Is (Hypotheses 2-3) and in All that is not Truly (Hypotheses 4-9 Parmenides)        
                                                                 

of The All .    For there is nothing in All that which is not Self ; for Self is both  
                 

The Beings and the non-Beings ; on the one hand , Self has made The Beings Visible ,  
                                                      −                 −   

whereas on the other hand , Self Contains the non-Beings in Itself .  
                                                                            

 

                      This Very God is Greater than a name . This Very One is Invisible ,  
                                                          

This Very One is Most-Visible . This Very One is Seen by The Intellect , This Very  
                                                                

One is visible to the eyes . This Very One is body-less, This Very One is many-bodies,   
                                   ()        

or rather All bodies.                There is nothing which is not This Very Self ; for All 
                                  

which exist are also This Very One . And because of this , Self Contains All names ,  
                                              

since All the names of Self are of One Father ; and because of this , Self Has no name ,  
                                    

since Self is The Father of All . 
                     

 

Therefore , who has the ability to Eulogize Thee 
                                                                 

or on behalf of / for the sake of Thee , or in relation/regards/respect to Thee ? 
                                                                                                                

And Where then , shall I look when I Eulogize Thee ? 
                                                                         

Upward , downward , inward , outward ?  For Thou Are The Place of All The Beings ;  
                                                              

for there is no other place nor any other real being beside Thee , since All are In Thee .   
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. . . and All are From Thee ; Giving All and Receiving nothing ; for Thou Contains All ,   
                                     

and there is nothing which Thou does not Contain . 
                                                       

 

        And thus , for the sake of what shall I Praise Thee ?  For the sake of Those which 
                                                                                  

Thou has made , or for those which Thou has not made ?  For those which Thou has  
                                                                  − 

made visible, or for those which Thou has Hidden ? And then Why shall I Praise Thee ?   
   −                                                               

by Being of Myself ? By having something personal/private ? By being other/different ?   
                                                                          

For Thou Are whatsoever I am ; Thou Are whatsoever I do , Thou Are whatsoever 
                                                                                

I say .  For Thou Are All , and there is nothing else which are not Thou . Thou Are All  
                                                        

that have come to Be , and Thou Are All that have not come to Be .    
                                                                  

  

On the one hand , Thou Are Intellect , Intellecting 
                                                                                   

whereas on the other hand , Thou Are Father , Fabricating ; 
                                                      

Furthermore , Thou Are God , Energizing ; 
                                                                                            

and Thou Are Good , by Making All . 
                                                                  

For on the one hand , Matter is Composed of the smallest particles of Air ,  
                                                                                

whereas on the other hand Air of The Soul ,  
                                                                                           

then Intellect of Soul ,  
              

then God of Intellect . 
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6  The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes 

                                                                              
 

That The Good Is Solely In The God , but nowhere else .  

              

 

              The Good , O Asklepion , is not in anything if It is not Solely In The God . But  
                                                 

even more to the point , The Good Is Always The God Self .  If It Is in this way , then It   

                                                                  

Must Be The Ousia of All Motion and Generation .    Thus nothing is bereft of Self  

                          

which Possesses a Static/Motionless Energy About Self ; by Being Without-need and   

                                                               

Without-experience  of-existing-in-a-passive-state ; by Being Completely Full , and by  

                                                             

Providing for All Needs ; Thus She Is in The Beginning/Cause/Source of All . For when  

                                                                                          

it is said that The Provider of All is Good , it also means that It Is Always Good in every way . 

                                                               

 

                Therefore This Good belongs to nothing else , if not Solely to The God .  For He is  

1B                                                              

not in need of anything , in order that Self may not acquire an appetite that may render Self   

                                                      

defective . Nor can any of The Beings be lost to Self , which loss would make Self suffer , for  

                          

suffering is a part of vice . Nor is there any Greater than Self , by whom Self could be unjustly-  

                           ’                   − 

-treated as an enemy . There is nothing yoked-together to Self , and through this for Self  

−                                                  

to be unjustly-incited to be passionate . There is no one who is disobedient  , who would   

                                                                              

provoke Self to anger . There is no one wiser , who would provoke Self to jealousy . 

                                                                             

 

                 For just as none of these deficiencies belong in The Ousia Such as Self , so also  

                                                                

The Good can be found in none of the others ? For there are deficiencies in All of the others ,   
                                      

even in the small and in the great , and in Those like The One Self and in The Living Kosmos ,  

            ’                      

who is Greater and More Powerful than All . For those that are generated are full of suffering ,  

                                                            

by generation being the suffering of self ; but wherever there is suffering , The Good is never ;  

                                                    

but Wherever The Good Is , there is not ever one that suffers . For wherever there is Day ,   
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there is no Night , but wherever there is Night , there is no Day. From whence it is Impossible  
                                                                

for The Good to Be in generation , but only in That which Is Un-generated.   
                                                 

 

                    Therefore , just as there is The Participation of The Ousia of All (The Ideas . . .)  
                                                                                                      

Provided in The World of Matter , so also is it the case for The Good . This is The Way that  
                                                                   

The Kosmos is Good , which also Accords to The Way Self Creates All ; since It is Good   
                                                                  

in regard to Its Creative Aspect . Whereas  in All the other aspects It is not Good ; for It is  
                                                         

subject to suffering and motion and It is The Creator of those that to suffer . 
                                                                 

 

                     Whereas in the case of the human-being the bad/defective is arranged according to  
                                                                                               

the aggregate amount of the good ; for in this case that bad/defect which is not excessive     

                                                                      

is counted as the good . Thus in this case the good is the smallest portion of the bad .  Therefore  

                                           

in this case the good is incapable of Being Purified of defectiveness/badness . For in this case  

                                                          

the good is maltreated . For when goodness is maltreated it no longer remains , thus when it  

                                                     

does not remain , a bad/defect comes into existence .    

                                                 

 

                   Accordingly then , The Good is Solely in The God , or The Good is The God Self .   

                                                         

Therefore , O Asclepion , there is only the name of the good in the case of human-beings , but  

                                                                

never Its Actualization , for It is impossible . For the material body gives way/withdraws , by 

                                                               

being bound fast everywhere by badness such as by toils and sufferings, appetites and passions,   

                                      

deceits and foolish opinions .          And , O Asclepion , the worst of All , is that each   

                  

of these that have just been mentioned , in the case of human-beings , are trusted/relied-on to be  

                                                                            

‘the greatest good’ , but are rather an unsurpassable defect . Wandering self gluttony/addiction ,  

                            

is the chorus leader of All the forms of badness ; for in this case it is the absence of The Ousia  

                                                                       

of The Good . 
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                 And thus I am Grateful to The God , for having Shot into the absence of Ousia in my 
                                                                             

mind even a taste of The Intuitive-Knowledge of The Good , because it is impossible for  
                                                          

Self to be in The Kosmos , for The Kosmos is the full complement of defects ; but The God  
                                               

is The Full Complement of The Good , or The Good is The Full Complement of The God .   
                                                                                                               

 
                 For The Pre-Eminence/Hyparxis/Elevated-Nature of The Beauties that Are About 
                                                                                                     

The Self Ousia Swiftly come to Light in a Way that is More Pure and Most-Simple ; and since 

                               

Selves Are The Ousias of That God .  For one must be bold enough to say , O Asclepion , that  

                                                               

The Ousia of The God , if indeed God Possesses Ousia , then It Is That which Is Beautiful ,  

                                                                                

whereas The Beautiful Is also The Good .   Whereas none of those within The Kosmos are  

                                                                        

Illuminated by These .         For All those that are subject to the eye are images and , as it were   

                 

shadow-paintings ; whereas Those that are not subject to the eye , but are especially Subject to  

                                                               

The Ousia of The Beautiful and The Good .      And just as the eye cannot see The God ,   

                                     

so also , it cannot see The Beautiful and The Good .  For These are ‘The Parts’ of The God ,  

                                                        

Perfectly-Whole , Intrinsically-Innate of Self Alone , Inherently-Akin , Inseparable ,  

                                                                          

Most-Beloved ; which either The God Self Loves or The Selves of The God Love .  

                                                      

 

                    If Thou are able to Intellect The God , then Thou will Intellect The Beautiful   

                                                                                   

and The Good ; That which Illuminates That which is Illuminated by The God  . For That  

                                       

Beauty is Incomparable , and That Good is Inimitable , just as The God Self .   Therefore ,   

                    

as Thou Intellects The God , so also Thou must Intellect The Beautiful and The Good . For  

                                                                  

These are un-shared by other living beings , because They Are Inseparable from The God .    

                                                     

If Thou Seeks-after The God , then Thou also Seeks-after The Beautiful .  For there is One  

                                                       

Road Leading-to Self : The Road of Reverence that Participates of Intuitive-Knowledge .  
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               For which Logos , the ignorant and those that do not Travel The Road of Reverence ,   
                                                              

dare to speak of a human-being as beautiful and good ; not even if in Dreams , this person has  
                                                  −         

seen anything that Is Good , since they are surrounded by every kind of defect ; by putting their  
−                                                − 

‘trust’ that the bad is ‘good’ , and in this way it is used insatiably by self , and becomes fearful  
−                     

of being robbed of self , thus he struggles for everything in order not only to have it , but also  
                                                 

to increase it . Such are ‘the good’ and ‘the beautiful’ for human-kind , O Asclepion , which  
                                                 

we are unable to escape nor hate .        For the most-difficult of all , is that we have need/use    
                      

of themselves , and we cannot live apart from these .  
                      

 

 Aug  
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7  The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes   

                                                                         
 

That the ignorance in regards to The God is the greatest defect in human-beings . 

                                                        
 

                               Where , O human-beings , are you being carried-away , by being drunk ,  
                                                                                              

having drunk-out of the un-mixed logos of ignorance ? Which self is already vomiting , and  
                                                  

since self is unable to bear it . Make a Stand by being Sober , by Looking Up with The Eyes   
’                                           

of The Heart ! And if not All are Able , then Those who are indeed Able .    
                                    

                                 For the defective-inability of ignorance floods The Whole Earth ,   
B                                                               

and completely-destroys the soul that flows-together in the body , which does not allow her   
                                                  

to be brought to her Safe Harbors .                   
           

 

                                 Therefore do not be carried away by the strong current ; but make use   
                                                   

of the back-flowing tide ;  those who are able to reach The Safety of The Harbor , bring   
                                               − 

yourselves to This , seek The One who will Guide you by the hand , to The Gates of The  
−                 

Intuitive-Knowledge , Where The Bright Light Is Shining , Where It Is Free of Darkness ;  
                                                                     

Where no one gets drunk , since All are Sober/Sound-of-Mind , All those who Look-Away    
                                                                    

with The Heart towards The One Who Wishes to be Seen In This Way . For He Is not   
                                                                

Audible , nor Effable , nor Visible to the eyes , except to Intellect and to Heart .   
                            

Therefore , Thou must first strip off the garment which Thou wears ; 
                                                       

the web of ignorance , the fabric of vice , the knot of destruction ,  

                 

the belt/girdle of darkness , the living mortality , the sentient corpse ,  

              

the portable tomb , the thief in Thine Home , 

         

the enemy who hates through that which Thou Long-for 

                                           ’                         

and the enemy who bears malice through that which Thou Sets-Your-Heart . 

                                                  ’                                  
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Such as this is the hateful garment which Thou wears , bending Thee down to self , 
                                            

in order that you may not Look-up and See The Beauty of The Truth ,  
                                                  

and The Good that Abides There ,  
                                                                           

(and by so doing) Thou hate the viciousness of this garment , 
                                                                                            

by Self Intellecting the snares which it sets against Thee ,  
                                                      

by rendering the current opinions of the senses   
                                                                       

-which are also not taken into consideration-  
                                                                               

senseless ; 
    

by blocking/impeding selves with much matter ,  
                                                                         

and by filling selves with polluted pleasure , 
                                                                      

in order that Thou may not Hear concerning That which is being Said , 
                                                                               

and in order that Thou may not See concerning That which Thou must See . 
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8  The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes   

                                                                              

 

That none of The Real Beings perish ,   

                                                                        

since those who say that The Changes are destructions and deaths wander astray . 

                                             

 
        Hermes: Concerning soul and body , O Son , we must now speak ; on the one hand , 
                                                           

in what way the soul is Immortal , and on the other hand , what is The Activity that Forms   
                                                      

and Dissolves the body .           
         

 

                        For death has nothing to do with Themselves ; since death is an ordinary 
                                                    

name which is empty of Energy .  Either death/mortality is spoken by being deprived of Its  
                                                         

First Syllable , instead of ‘Im-mortal’.  For mortality is a kind of de-struction , whereas nothing 
                                          

in The Kosmos is utterly-destroyed .  For if The Kosmos Is The Second God , and Is also An  
                                                              

Immortal Living-Being , it Is Impossible for any part of That which Is Immortal to die .  
                                                    

But Everything that Is in The Kosmos Is a part of The Kosmos . But especially The Human  
                                                

Living-Being The One who is Formed/Possessed by The Logos . 
                                                                                      

 

                          For The First God of All , Is Truly and Eternally Unbegotten , and Is The 

                                      ,                     

Creator God of The Wholes ; whereas The Second God came to Be According to The Image  
                                                   ’          

of Self by Self , and by Self It Collapses-together and Rears/Nourishes , by Being Ever-Alive ;   
 ’    ’                                    

as if It were An Immortal Ever-Living Being by The Eternal Being of The Father .  For 
                                                          

That which is Ever-Living is Different from That which Is Eternal .  For on the one hand ,   
                                                                                    

The Father was not begotten by another ; and so , if He were begotten , then He would be  
                                                          

begotten by Himself : but on the other hand , more to the point , He was never begotten , since  
               ’                                                                             ’ 

* 
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He Always Is ; whereas The Kosmos Always comes into existence . For The Cause of the 
                                                                          

Perpetual existence of The All is The Father ; whereas The Paternal Self is The Cause  
                                                               

of Himself . Therefore The Kosmos came to Be Immortal by The Paternal Eternal Being  . 

                                           

 
                    And as much of the (Bare) matter as there was , It was subject to The Will 
                                                                           

of Himself, The Father made the all into A Body and  He Reared It up and He made Self  
                                            

In The Ideal-Form of A Sphere  , by Placing This Quality About Self , and also by Self  
                                             −       −               

Being Immortal , and by Possessing Perpetual materiality . Then moreover , when He had   
                                     − 

Sown/Implanted  The Qualities of The Living-Beings within This Sphere just as if they were  
         −                                                            

enclosed in a Cave , for He wished to Adorn that which was beside Self without any Qualities    
                          ’                   

with Every Kind of Quality . Thus He Enveloped The Whole Body with Immortality, in order  
                                                                   

that Its matter , would not wish to separate from This Composition of The Body , and in this way  
                                                

dissolve into the disorder of itself . For when the matter was bodiless , O Son , it was order-less ; 
                                

and thus in this place matter retains something of that disorder which hinders the other small  
                                                             

living natures ; for The Process of increase and decrease is That which human-beings call  
                                               

‘death’ .  
   

 
                      Thus the living-beings about The Earth come to be about this disorder .   For 
                                                                                   

The Heavenly Bodies Possess One Order , which was Allotted from The Father of The Source .  
                                    

Therefore This Indissoluble Self Order is Constantly-Guarded/Maintained/Preserved by The  
                                                                                                        

Periodic-Cyclic-Restoration of Each Body .  Whereas The Restoration of the earthly bodies  
                                                

is brought to Completion by the dissolution of their composition ; and thus by this dissolution  
                                                                        

they are Restored into The Bodies which are Indissoluble , for These Are The Immortal Ones .  
                                                          

* 
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And in this way there comes to be a deprivation of the senses , but the life of the bodies is not  
                                                       

utterly-destroyed . 
              

                         Then The Third Living-being , The Human-being , was Produced According to 
                                                                                  ’         

The Likeness/Image of The Kosmos , by Possessing Mind According to The Will of The Father  
                                                                           

besides the other living beings upon The Earth , not only by having Sympathy in relation to 
                                                          

The Second God , but also by having A Conception of The First God .  For on the one hand ,    
                                                           

human-beings Perceive The Second God as A Body , whereas on the other hand , human-beings  
                                                                       

Grasp The First God by A Conception as Incorporeal Intellect that is also of The Good . 
                                                                

 

Tat: Therefore , is This Living-being , That which does not utterly-perish ? 
                                                                         

 

Hermes: Speak Words of Good Omen (Sym 201E) , O Son , and Intellect ‘What is God ’ ,   
                                                                                       

‘What is The Kosmos’ , ‘ What is an Immortal Living-Being ’ , 
                                                                                      

‘ What is a dissolvable Living-being .’ (Rep 523D) 
                                                                                

 

And on the one hand ,  
                                                                                 

Intellect that The Kosmos is made by The God and in The God , 
                                                                 

whereas on the other hand ,  
 

Intellect that the human-being is made by The Kosmos and in The Kosmos . 
                                                                              

Thus The God is The Cause/Source and The Circumference and The Constitution of All . 
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9 The Logos of Thrice Great Hermes 

                                                                        
 

Concerning Intellection and Perception 

                                                                    

[And that The Beautiful and The Good is Only In The God ; 

                                                    

Elsewhere but Nowhere] . 

           

 
             Yesterday , O Asclepion , I delivered The Final Logos ; whereas now , I am 
                                             − 

led to consider that it is necessary to follow That Logos and unfold in detail The Logos  
    −                                            

concerning Perception .  
               

 

            For on the one hand , Perception and Intellection appear to possess Difference ,   
                                                           

since the one is material , while the other is in The Way of Ousia . Whereas on the other 
                                                                               

hand , to me , they both appear to be Unified and not divided ; I mean in human-beings ;   
                             

for Perception is Unified with Nature in the other living-beings , whereas That which 
                                                  

Intellects is in human-beings .  
                 

 

            Thus The Intellect differs as much from Intellection as The God differs from   
C                                             

Divinity .  For on the one hand , The Divinity comes to be by The God , whereas on the  
                                                             

other hand , The Intellection , by Being Akin to The Logos , by The Intellect .  And    
                                                                     

These are Instruments/Organs of Each-other , for The Logos is not separate from  
                                                                

Intellection , nor does The Intellection come to Light separate from Logos . 
                                                            

 

              Therefore Perception and Intellection both Flow-together with Each-other ,  
                                   

 just as They are Entwined with Each-other in the human-being .  For it is not possible  
                                                       

to Intellect apart from Perception, nor to Perceive apart from Intellection . Whereas it  
                                            

* 
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is possible to Intellect apart from Perception , just as in the way the objects of fantasy  
                                                 − 

appear to those who dream .  For it appears to me that The coming to Be both these   
−                                                 

Energies/Activities have taken place in the vision of the dreamers , for when we are  
                                                              − 

awake Intellection is always found with Perception . For Perception is partly divided in  
−                                                            

both the body and in the soul ;  and when both the parts of Perception are in Symphony 
                 

in relation to each other , at that time it results that Intellection comes to Light , 
                                                

by Being The Offspring of The Intellect . 
                         

 

         For The Intellect Impregnates/Implants All thoughts , Good ones on the one hand ,  
                                                                                

when one receives The Seeds from The God , but the opposite ones on the other hand ,  
                                                                   

when one receives the seeds from a certain one of the spirits (Sym 203)   -there being no  
                                                                                

part of The Kosmos that is empty of Spirit-   which enters into one that has not been  
                              

Illuminated by The Spirit of The God , by implanting the seed of its special/individual  
                                          

energies, and The Intellect begets the sowing , of adultery , murder , patricide , sacrilege,  
                 

irreverence, strangling , suicide from a cliff , and all other such-like spiritual works . 
               
 

          For The Seeds of The God are Few , thus on the one hand , They are Great and  
                                                                  

Beautiful and Good ; such as Virtue and Soundmindedness and Reverence .  Thus on the  
                                                        

other hand , Reverence Is Intuitive-Knowledge of God ; which The Insight , that comes  
                                                                      − 

to Be Full of All of The Goods , by Being Endowed with Those Divine Intellections ;  
−                                                

and are not Like those thoughts belonging to the multitude .   
                                                          

 

            Because of this , Those who Abide in Intuitive-Knowledge are not pleasing to the  
                                                                     

multitude , nor are the multitude pleasing to Selves . Thus They appear to be mad , and to 
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have become liable to ridicule ; They are hated and despised , and are perhaps somehow  
                          

also liable to be put to death . For it is said that the defective , must necessarily live in this   
                                                                − 

place , by being in the place of itself (Theatetus 177A) . For the place of self is The   
−                                                              

Earth , not The Kosmos , as some keep blasphemously saying .  However , The One  
                                       

who is Reverent to God will Withstand Everything by The Endurance of Intuitive-  
                                          ()  − 

Knowledge  . For to such a person Everything , even those that are bad for others , are  
    −                                                    

Good .  And when difficulties are set against Such a Person they are all borne in The 
                                                               

Light of The Intuitive-Knowledge ; and They Alone make-Good the bad (Sym 219-220). 
                                                             

 
          I will return again to The Logos of Perception .  Therefore , The Commonality  
                                        

of Perception to Intellection is human ;  whereas as it was said before , not every human  
                                                     − 

being will take-Advantage of The Intellection , for one kind of person is concerned with 
−                                 ’                    

the material , whereas another kind of person is concerned with The Way of Ousia .  For  
                                                                                                                 

as it was said , the one intellects along-with defectiveness , by holding-fast to the seed  
                                                                         

of the intellection from the spirits ; while The Other , Intellects along-with The Good , 
                                                                

by Being Preserved by The God . For on the one hand , by The God Being The Creator 
                                                                 

of All , on the one hand , He Creates All Like Himself ; whereas on the other hand , even 
                                                         ’                    

if these came to Be Good , they are barren in the use of their energies : for The Kosmic   
                                 

Fertility , produces by turning-out the different kinds of generations , damaging some ,  
                                                     

by the defective , while purifying others , by The Good (Republic Book 8 546A) .   
                                  

 
           For The Kosmos , O Asclepion , also Possesses Its Own Distinct Perception and   
                                                                  

Intellection , not like the human kind , not manifold , but Superior and More-Simple .  
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For The Perception and Intellection of The Kosmos are One , by being an Instrument  
                                                    

of The Will of The God to Create and to Un-create All to Himself . And actually This   
                    

Kosmic Instrument was made for this purpose ; in order that by receiving from   
                                                                   

The God All the seeds for Itself , It may also Guard/Preserve All the seeds in Itself  
     ’                          

so that It may bring into existence All the seeds in an Energetic/Active/Actual Way . Thus   
                                                                                                                    

by Bearing/Carrying All  Life-It-Creates ; The Kosmos both Dissolves and Renews All   
                                                           

through this Solution and Dissolution ; just as the good farmer , It Enables the sowing 
                                           

by Bearing The Renewal for Selves . There is nothing which It does not Give-Life . 
                                                         

And It is At-Once The Place and The Creator of Life .  
                             
  

        Whereas the bodies from matter , exist in Difference . Some are from Earth , while  
                                                         

others are from Water , and others from Air , and others from Fire ; whereas All are  
                                                            

Composite , and thus some are more-complex , while others are more-simple ;  and so  
                                                            

on the one hand , the more complex are heavier , while on the other hand , the less  
                                                                                         

complex are lighter .  Thus the swiftness/the swiftness of the fertility of self performs  
                                                                       

the manifold kinds of the generations . For the breath , by being constant , out-stretches/   
                                     − 

offers the kinds/types to the bodies along with the fullness/abundance of Life . 
−                                             

 

           Thus on the one hand , The God is The Father of The Kosmos , whereas on the  
                                                                                    

other hand , The Kosmos is The Father of those within The Kosmos , and since on the 
                                                                                         

one hand The Kosmos is The Son of The God , while on the other hand , those within  
                                                                                              

The Kosmos are children from The Kosmos .  And  It has been Reasonably−Named   
                                          −               −  

Good Order/Adornment . For Everything is Ordered/Arranged/Adorned  by the  
                                                                                 

Diversity of the generations , and by the incessant-continuance of The Life , and by the  
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un-weariness of The Energy , and by the swiftness of The Fertility , and by the 
                                              

immutability of The Necessity , and by the combination of The Elements , and by the  
                                                 

Ordering of those that come into existence . Therefore The Self Kosmos will be named  
                                                                    

both In a Necessary Way and In Its Own Distinct Way .  
                                                       

               Therefore The Perception and Intellection of All The Living-beings enters in  
                                                           

from An External Source , breathing in on the one hand from That which Surrounds ,  
                                                                                        

whereas on the other hand , The Kosmos Receives Simultaneously At-Once That which  
                                                                                                

comes to Be , Receiving It from The God that Possesses It . But The God is not just as  
                                                            

some opine ; without-Perception and without-Intellection . For they blaspheme by their  
                                                   

religious-awe-of-the-divine . And This is The Perception and Intellection of The God ;  
                                                  

That Everything Is Always  Moved . For as many that exist , O Asclepion , All These  
                                                    

exist in The God, and They came to Be by The God , and They depend on That Source ;   
                                                

Some energize through bodies , Others move through the ousia of souls ; Some give life  
             

through breath , Others receive those whose work is done .   And in a Reasonable Way .   
                                                   

But instead I say that Self does not contain Selves , but to let The Truth come to Light ,  
                                       

Self is All Selves ; not by taking-in Selves from outside , but by Bestowing Selves out .   
                                   

And there will not ever be a time when any one of The Real Beings will be left out .     
                                                    

Thus when I speak of The Real Beings , I speak of The God ; for The God Possesses  
                                                           

The Real Beings , and there is not anyone outside of Self nor is Self outside of anyone .  
                                                           

 

It is The Whole of God that Sees , The Whole that Thinks , The Whole that Hears . 

Xenophanes 
 

        On the one hand , by Intellecting these , Asclepion , they will appear True to thee ,  
                                                           

whereas if you are untrusting , then they will not be Intellected ; for That which Intellects  
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follows That which Trusts , but that which does not Trust is that which does not Intellect . 
                                                                       

For The Logos does not reach as far as The Truth ; but The Intellect is Great , and  
                                            

when one is being Lead by The Logos , one may reach as far as The Truth ; and thus  
                                             

one Intellects Everything On All Sides (Parmenides Poem Fragment 1) , and one Finds  
         −             −                                                                         

Those matters which have been Unfolded by The Logos to be Harmonious , by Trusting , 
                                                               

one also finds Rest in That Beautiful Trust .    
                       

                     Take Notice then , that on the one hand , those who Intellect by The God ,  
                               ’                                                          

Trust That which has just been spoken , whereas on the other hand , those who do not  
                                                                                            

Intellect do not Trust .  Let this much be said concerning Intellection and Perception . 
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10 The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes   

                                                                         
 

The Key 

  
 

Hermes: Yesterday I Imparted The Logos to thee , O Asclepion , so today it is Just that  
1A                                           

it be Imparted to Tat , since it is also a summary of The General Logos  of Those I have  
                                       −  

addressed in relation to Self .    
−              

               Therefore on the one hand , O Tat , The God and Father , and The Good ,  
                                                                    

Possess The Nature of Self ; or rather on the other hand , The Energy of Self .   For   
                                                                     

on the one hand , Nature is the name applied to generation and growth , which is about  
                                            

those beings that change and move ; and on the other hand , The Energy of The God 
                                                                        

concerns Those that are Unchanging/Immutable and Immoveable , and These are  
                                                                        

Those that are Divine , which Self also wishes the human to be . But we have instructed 
                                           

about Divine and human Energies elsewhere as well as in the case of other matters ,  
                         

which you must Intellect in the case of This God . 
                                                     

                For The Will is The Energy of This God , and The Ousia of Self is   
                                                 

That which Wills All to Be . For what else is The God and Father and The Good than  
                                                 

That which no longer Exits of All The Real Beings ? Since She Is The Self Hyparxis   
                                                             

of The Real Beings ! This Is The God , This Is The Father ! But The Good belongs  
                                                  

to This , by Being such as This , to Which none of the others belong . For on the one  
                                                       

hand , The Kosmos and The Sun and Self are Father to those that are good by means of  
                                                           

Participating of Ousia , whereas on the other hand , They are equally no longer Cause 
                                                                                          

of The Good in Living beings , nor of their life .  Then if this has to be in this way , then  
                                                   

they are entirely under compulsion of The Good Will of The God , apart from which 
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nothing is able to exist , nor come to be . 
           

              But Cause , as Father to The Children , and of Their sowing and Their 
                                                

nourishment , by Receiving from The God The Abundant-Providence of The Good  
                                                        

through The Sun . For The Good is The Creative Cause . But it is not possible for This  
                                              

to come to Be in any other except Only In That , That which on the one hand , receives  
                                                                

nothing , while on the other hand , He Wills All to Be .  For I do not say , O Tat , that  
                                                                 

He Creates ; for one who creates is defective over a long period of time , in which period  
                                                       

at one time he creates , but at another time he does not create . And he creates qualities  
                                                                            

and quantities ; for at one time he creates a certain quantity and a certain quality ,  
                                                                 

whereas at another time he creates their opposites . Whereas The God and Father and  
                                                                                       

The Good , Is The One that Wills Everything to Be . 
                                   

             Accordingly then , O Tat , These Selves also Exist in this way for The One who  
                                                                                

Is Able to See , and since God Wills These to Be ; but Self is especially The Good ,   
                            

and since All the others exist through This .  
               

                  For it is The Characteristic of The Good to-make-known/to-point-out/ 

                                                            

to-explain/to-reveal The Good to The One who Is Able to See . 
                                                                

 

Tat: You have filled us , O Father , of The Good and Most-Beautiful Vision ; and 
                                           

The Eye of my Intellect must almost be over-shadowed by Such a Vision . 
              

 

Hermes: For it is not in the same way also for The Vision of The Good , just as The  
                                                                                

Fiery Rays of The Sun which Shine upon the eyes and make them close .        Since   
                 

It Shines forth in the opposite way and in such a case , The One who Sees is Able  
                                              

to Receive as much as possible of The Inflow of The Intellectual Splendor .  For on the  
            ’                              
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one hand , It Is More-Acutely-Penetrating in Its Descent (than The Rays of The Sun) ,     
                                                               

whereas on the other hand , It Is Wholly Harmless , and It Is Full of Immortality . 
                                                                        

And certainly those who are able to draw (Phaedrus 253A) somewhat more of This Vision 
                                                              

surely then , often lose awareness of the body , thus they are Liberated from the body in  
                         

This Most Beautiful Sight , just as our ancestors Heaven and Kronos Encountered . 
               

 

Tat: If only we would also encounter That , O Father ! 
                                                          

 

Hermes: If only indeed , O Son . But now we are still too relaxed in relation to That  
                                                                      

Sight , and in this way we are not strong enough to open The Eyes of our Intellect ,    
                                   

and to Behold The Beauty of The Good ; of That which Is Incorruptible , of That  
                                           

which Is Ineffable . For when you have nothing to say about Self , then at that time   
                                                

you will See Self ; for The Intuitive-Knowledge of Self Is Deep Silence ,   
                                                 

and The Withdrawal/Inactivity/Inhibition of All the senses . 
                                                  

             For One who Intellects This , is not able to Intellect anything else ; or one who  
                                                            

Sees This , is not able to See anything else ; nor hear of anything else , nor even move  
                 

the body at all ; for one Stands-still by Forgetting/Passing-over All The Perceptions and  
                                  

Motions of the body . Therefore , The Intellect Illuminates All , and The Whole Soul   
                               

Takes-up and Draws-up , through the body , and Turn-around The Whole Self into  
                         

Ousia .    For it is impossible , O Son , for Soul to become Divinized while She remains  
                                          

in the human body , since Self must be Turned-around (Republic 518C-D) , and then   
                                                   

in this way That which becomes Divinized may Behold The Beauty of The Good .  
                                                 

 

Tat: In What Way does Thou mean this , O Father ? 
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Hermes: Surely then , O Son , every separate Soul goes through many changes . 
                                            

 

Tat: In What Way in turn does Thou mean separate ? 
                                                          

Hermes: Has thou not heard in The General Logos , that all the souls that wander-about  
                                                   

in The Whole Kosmos , as if they were sent-away , are themselves from A Single Soul ,  
                                         

The Soul of The All ?  Now then , there are many changes of these souls , some tend to  
                             

that which is more successful , whereas others tend to that which is opposite . For some  
                                                                         

souls which are reptilian are changed into water-borne-souls , then the water-borne into  
                                                     

the land-borne-souls , then the land-borne into the winged-souls , then the aerial-souls  

                     ,                                                  

into human-souls . Then the human-souls , that attain The Beginning of Immortality ,  
                                             

are transformed into spirits , then in this way into The Choral Dance of The Gods . But  
    ’                      

there are Two Choruses of Gods , One is of The Gods that wander , whereas the Other is 
                                                                                   

of The Gods that do not wander , and The Self Glory of Soul is The Most Perfect .  
                                                                

                 But if a soul that enters into a human body , remains defective , she will not  
                                     

Taste of Immorality , nor will she Partake of The Good , then by being dragged away   
                                

she turns back to her journey to the reptilian soul ; and the sickness-of-their-spirits , is  
                                                     

the failure to Know Themselves while living in slavery with offensive and harmful  
                                                       

bodies , and self is the just-sentence of the defective soul (Theatetus 177A) .   
                                

                  Thus , the defect of soul is ignorance ; for soul , knowing/learning/discerning  
                                                             

nothing of The Real Beings , nor of The Nature of These , nor The Good , since she is   
                                                − 

blind , by-being-tossed-about (2nd Alcibiades 151B-C) by the passions of the body ;    
−                                                                

by carrying the body just as a burden , and since she does not rule , but she is ruled .  
                         ’    

Such is the defective self of soul . 
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                   But the opposite ; The Excellence/Virtue of Soul is Intuitive-Knowledge ;  
                                                                                            

for The One who Knows/Learns/Discerns/Makes-Distinctions is also Good and  
                                                                                                      

Devoted , and is already Divine . 
                

Tat: Then what sort of person is this , O Father? 
                                         

Hermes: The One who does not talk much , nor gives heed to much . For the one who 
                                                                  

lingers in giving and listening to speeches , O Son , is shadow-fighting . For The God 
 −         −                           

Father and The Good cannot be spoken of nor heard of (Tao 14) .  There exist sense-  
                                                       

perceptions because that is not able be apart by self  . Whereas Intuitive-Knowledge  
                                        

is very different from sense-perception . For on the one hand , perception comes to be  
                                                         

when the material has the mastery ; using the body as its tool , whereas on the other  
                                     

hand , Intuitive-Knowledge Is The Fulfillment of Knowledge , but Knowledge Is  
                                                                 

The Gift of The God ; for All Knowledge Is Incorporeal , which Uses Self as The   
                                    

Organ for Intellect , thus The Intellect is opposed to the body . Therefore , when a soul 
                                                                    

enters into a body , she gives-way to both The Intellectual and the material aspects .  
                                                          

And since it is impossible for this to be otherwise ; for Everything must be composed   
                                               

out of contrast and opposition . Since this has to be thus with All The Real Beings .  
                   
 

Tat:  Therefore in what way does This Material God exist ? As The Kosmos ? 
                                                                            
 

Hermes: The Kosmos is not defective , but neither is It Good ; for It is Material , and  
                                                                 

easily affected/influenced/changed . And so on the one hand , It is The First of All Those  
                                                                                               

that are affected , whereas on the other hand , It is Second among The Real Beings , and 
                                                                                               

on the one hand , since Self is For Ever coming to Be , Self is also Always in Need , thus  
                                                   −         −    

on the other hand , It Exists in Generation/Creation , and It Always comes to Be in  
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The Generation/Creation of Qualities and Quantities . Accordingly then , It is Moving ;  
                                                                            

for All Material Generation/Creation is Motion .  
                            

                   Thus The Intellectual Stillness Moves The Material Motion this way ;  
                                                  

Since The Kosmos is A Sphere , that is Like a Head , since there is nothing Material  
                                                   

Above The Head , just as there is nothing Intellectual below the feet , where All is  
                                          

Matter , thus Intellect is The Head Moving Self in a Spherical Way , but this is   
                                            

The Way of The Head .  Therefore , as many as are United to The Thin Membrane  
                                                   (like an Eggshell)   

of This Head , in which The Soul Is , are Immortal by Nature ( just as body has been  
                      − 

made in Soul ) so also do They possess more of The Soul than of The Body . Therefore ,  
−                                        

those that are further-away from The Membrane are mortal , by possessing more body 
                                                                        

than Soul .   Then , just like The All , Every Living-being is composed out of Material  
                                                      

and Intellectual Places . Then since Its Body has been Created by Being-Ensouled ,      
                                                      

The All is A Living-Being . 
                              
 

                  On the one hand , The Kosmos is also The First among the other Living-  
                                                                      

Beings , whereas on the other hand , the human-being is the second living-being after  
                                                                                    

The Kosmos , but the human-being is the first among the other mortal living-beings that    
                                                                 

must be ensouled . But the human-being is no longer solely not Good , but by being  
                                                                

mortal , he is also defective . For on the one hand , The Kosmos is not Good , by being  
                                                                 

moveable , whereas on the other hand , It is not defective , by being Immortal ; whereas 
                                                                                       

the human-being is both not Good , by being movable , and defective by being mortal . 
                                                     
 

                 Thus ,  the human soul is carried in this way : The Intellect is carried in The  
                                                    

Logos , and The Logos in the soul , then the soul in the breath . Then the breath , is 
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diffused through the veins and arteries and along with the blood moves the living body   
                      

and carries it just as if it were a burden . And that is why some people are accustomed  
                                                        − 

to think that blood is of the soul , but they are mistaken about her nature , because they  
−                                             

do not see/know that the breath must first withdraw into the soul , and at that time , the  
                   

surrounding blood , coagulates throughout the veins , and leave the arteries empty. 
             

and this is the death of the body .  
       . 
 

             Everything Depends upon One Cause/Source , whereas The Cause Depends  
                                                             

upon The One and Only . And on the one hand , The Cause is Moved , in order that 
                                                            

She Be The Fontal Cause of All ; thus  Only The One “Is Still ”, and Is Not Moved . 
                                                  
 

              Now then , These are also Three ; The God and Father and The Good ; so also  
                                                    

are The Kosmos and the human-being Three .  And on the one hand , The God contains  
                                                                                 

The Kosmos , whereas The Kosmos contains the human-being . And on the one hand ,  
                                                                

The Kosmos comes to be The Son of The God , whereas on the other hand , the human 
                                                                                  

is the son of The Kosmos , just as if the human-being were the grandson of The God . 
                                                                                  
 

               Accordingly then , The God does not ignore the human-being , since He is also   
                                                                   

Perfectly Known , and He Wishes to be Known . This is the only Salvation/Preservation  
                                     

for the human-being , such as The Intuitive-Knowledge of The God . Self is The Ascent  
                                                                                    

to Olympus (The Abode of The Gods) . by This Alone can soul come to Be Good .   
                                                                    

and she does not remain Good forever , since she becomes defective out of Necessity .  

    < . . . >                                    ’    
 

Tat:  In What Way does Thou mean this , O Thrice Great One ? 
                                                          
 

Hermes: Behold the soul of a Child , O Son , which self has not yet accepted the  
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dissolution of herself , since the body of self is still small and has not yet fully grown . 
                

How Beautiful she is on the one hand , to behold in every way , not yet soiled by the  
                                           

passions of the body , by still closely depending upon The Soul of The Kosmos . But on  
                                     

the other hand, when the body has grown massive , and drags self down by the mass   
                                                      

of the body , it ingenerates forgetfulness ; and thus she dissolves herself , and so she   
                                                      

no longer Partakes of The Beautiful and Good, since forgetting becomes her defect . 
                                

                 Whereas the opposite results for Self and for those that are Freed of the  
                                                    

body .       For when the soul Returns to herself , she is separated from the breath ,   
                          

and The Intellect from the soul ; whereas The Intellect by Being Divine by Nature ,  
                                                                         

by Coming to Be Free from the garments , Puts on A Body of Fire Traversing-through  
              

Every Place , leaving the soul to The Judgment and Atonement she Deserves. 
                              ’    

 

Tat: In what way does Thou mean this , O Father , that The Intellect is separated from  
                                                                       

the soul and the soul from the breath , when Thou has said that on the one hand , the  
                                                        

soul is the garment of The Intellect , and on the other hand , that the breath is   
                                                                   

the garment of the soul ?  
                          

 

Hermes: The One who Listens to The One who Speaks , O Son , must Reflect , and  
                                                          

the hearing has to be Sharper than The Voice of The Speaker . The integration of these  
                                      

garments takes place in the earthy body . For it is impossible for The Intellect to be 
                                − 

Seated Naked/Unclothed -Self by Itself- in an earthy body . For the earthy body is  
−                ’           

not able to bear So Great an Immortality , nor can Such An Excellence sustain 
            

having contact with a body self that is passive . Therefore It has taken the soul as if she 
                                         

were a covering ; whereas the soul , by self also being a certain Divinity , she makes use  
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of the breath as if it were her covering , and thus the breath manages the living body . 
                                         

For the breath is enveloped/involved in the blood , but the soul in the breath . 
                                     

 

                   Therefore , whenever The Intellect is Liberated from the earthy body ,  
                                                                 

It Immediately Puts on Its Characteristic Garment/Membrane , That of Fire , which  
                                                                   

It could not have  in the earthy body . For earth cannot bear fire ; for it is all burnt up ,  
                    

even by a tiny spark . And because of this , water is spread round the earth , just as   
                    

a defense or a wall to hold off the flames of the fire .   Whereas by Intellect being  
                                        

The Sharpest of All The Divine Intellections , and The Sharpest of All The Elements  
                        

possesses The Body of Fire . For by The Creator of All Being Intellect , He uses Fire   
                                               

as an Instrument of His Creativity .   And on the one hand , Intellect Is The Creator 

of                                                                

of The All of Everything , whereas on the other hand , the human Intellect , of only  
                                                                 

earthy works ; for by being stripped-naked of The Fire , the Intellect in the human-being  
                                                          

is unable to create Those works that are Divine , being human by where It dwells . 
                                              
 

                    The Human Soul , but on the one hand , not every soul , but The Pious Soul  
                                                                              

on the other hand , is A Certain Spirit and Divine ; and after Such a Soul is Liberated  
                                            

from the body and from the struggle in the contest for Piety -but the  struggle for Piety Is 
                    −               
 

To Intellectually-Perceive/Recognize The God , and thus , to harm no human-being- 
                                                                 − 

 

A : B : : B : C  

As God does to me , so also , will I do to Others  

 

She Becomes A Whole Intellect ; and when She Becomes a Spirit , She shall be Ordered 
                                                       

in relation to Those Servants of The God of a Fiery Body . Whereas the impious soul   
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remains attached to her private/personal/individual ousia , being Corrected by herself ,  
                                                                  ’    

and thus she seeks an earthy body into which she may enter .  
                                            

               But that is a human soul . For no other body can make room for a human soul .  
                                                  

Nor is it Lawful for a human soul to fall into the body of an irrational living-being .  
                         

For This is The Law of The God , to Protect the human soul from such an outrage . 
                  
 

Tat: In what way then , is human soul Corrected , O Father? 
                             
 

Hermes: And what greater Correction is there for the human soul than the impiety ?  
                                                 

What kind of Fire , O Son , possesses such great flames as the impiety ? 
                                                     

Then what kind of powerful , dangerous wild beast could so maims the body  
                                                   

as much as the impiety maims The Self of soul ? 
                                                                   

Or do you not see how much depravity/defectiveness the impious soul suffers ? 
                                                                            

How much Self cries and screams  
                                                       

“ I am on fire ! I am in flames ! I do not know what to say , what to do ! 
                                                                    

I am being all-consumed by the wretched-spirit of those defects which control me ! 
                                                         

I cannot see ! I cannot hear !” 
                                                             " 

Are these selves not the voices of a soul which is being Corrected ?  
                                                                  

Or does thou also opine as the many , O Son , that when soul leaves the body  
                              

she enters the body of a beast ? But this is like wandering exceedingly astray . 
                                                                               
 

                   For soul is Corrected  In This Way .       For when The Intellect enters into  
                                               

the impious soul , It torments Self with the lashes belonging to those that go astray ,  
         (Phaedrus 253E)  

and by which lashes , the impious soul is Corrected . For she is turned to blasphemies ,  
                         

and murder , and hubris and every kind of violence through which humans are wronged .  
                      ’             
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But when The Intellect enters into The Pious Soul , It Leads Self towards The Light of  
                                                              

Intuitive-Knowledge . Thus , Such a Soul can never be Full of Praising and of   
                                    

Speaking–Well of The God , and of doing every kind of Good to All Humans  
                                       

in Logos and Works , by Self Imitating The Father (A : B : : B : C ) .  
           
 

                  For which Logos , O Son , when Offering-Gratitude  to The God , Thou must  
                                                                               

Pray for The Intellect that happens to Be Noble/Beautiful/Elegant . Therefore on the  
                                                                            

one hand , soul can pass-over to That which is Superior , while on the other hand ,  it is   
                                                                 

impossible for soul to pass-over to that which is inferior .   
                                                           

                      Then there is The Communion of Souls ; and on the one hand , The Souls  
                                                                                    

of The Gods Commune with the souls of human-beings , while on the other hand ,  
                                                  

those of human-beings Communicate with those of those that are without-The-Logos .  
                                                                                        

Thus The Stronger Take care of the weaker , and so on the one hand , The Gods Take  
                                                   

care of human-beings , while on the other hand , human-beings take care of those living-  
                                                                                                       

beings that are without-The-Logos , whereas The God Takes care of All ; for This Very  
                                                                                        

God is Stronger than All ; and All are weaker than Self .  Therefore on the one hand ,  
                                                 

The Kosmos is subject to The God , whereas on the other hand , the human-being is  
                                                                          

subject to The Kosmos , whereas those that are without-The-Logos are subject to the  
                                                                                                           

human-being ; whereas The God Is Above All and is Concerned with All . And on the  
                                                          

one hand , just as The Energies of The God are just like Rays , so also on the other  
                                             

hand , are The Natural Forces like Rays of The Kosmos : furthermore , so also are  
                                                                                                              

The Arts and The Kinds of Knowledge like Rays of the human-being . On the one hand , 
                                                                      

The Energies , are Energized/Activated  throughout The Kosmos , and in the case of  
                                                                  

* 
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the human-being , They are Diffused throughout as The Natural Rays of The Kosmos .  
                                                    

And on the other hand ,  The Natural Rays are Diffused throughout The Elements . 
                                                                                                     

Then finally , The human Rays are Diffused throughout The Arts and Knowledges . 
                                                                          
 

                     And it is The Self Maintenance of The All , of All Depending upon   
                                      

The Nature of The One God , who also Keeps-Maintaining throughout The One  
                                             ’            

Intellect . Of which Intellect , there are None more divine or effective , or more able  
                                                  − 

to Unite humans to Gods and Gods to humans .                  But This is The Good Spirit ,  
−               

The Blessed Soul is Full of This , but the soul of wretched-spirit is empty of This . 
                                  
 

Tat:  In what way , in turn , does Thou mean this , O Father ? 
                                                        

Hermes: Therefore does Thou believe , O Son , that every soul possesses Intellect ;  
                                                                            

The Good Intellect ? For The Logos is now about This , but not about The Steward 
                                                  

of which we have spoken before , who was sent down in Due Course .  For often , The  
                         

Intellect takes-leave of the soul ; and in that hour , the soul can neither see nor hear ,  
                            

since she is like a living-being without-The-Logos ; for a soul apart from Intellect “Can 
’                                                                       ’ 

not say nor accomplish anything” . So Great is The Power of The Intellect . Since It  
  ’           ’                            ’ 

does not endure a sluggish/dull soul , but It takes-leave of the soul that depends upon the  
                                      

body which is also being suffocated by self here below . But such a soul , O Son ,   
                         ’                   

has no Intellect ; for which Logos such a one must not be deemed to be a human-being .  
                               ’                    

                For the Human-being is Divine , and is not to be compared with the other  
                               

living-beings that are upon The Earth , but to those Above in Heaven called Gods .   
                                                   

But if we must rather dare to speak The Truth , then The Truly-Real Human-being is  
                                       

also Beyond Those Gods , or at least in every way Equal in Power to One Another . 
                                                        

* 
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 For on the one hand , not one of The Heavenly Gods will descend down to  
                                                               

The Earth , leaving-behind The Boundary of Heaven , whereas on the other hand ,  
                                                              

The Human-Being/Guardian/Bodhisattva/Steward both Ascends to The Heaven ,   
                                                                            

and Measures Self , and knows on the one hand , of what Kind of Self is The Lofty ,   
                                                           

and on the other hand , knows of what Kind of Self is The Lowly , and Precisely Learns  
                                                                                             

All the other aspects ; and the greatest of all , is that The Ascent takes-place while not 
                                                          

leaving The Earth ; so great is the extent for Self . For which Logos one must dare say  
                

that on the one hand, The Earthly Human-being is a mortal god , and on the other hand,   
                                                           

The Heavenly God is an Immortal Human-Being . Therefore Everything is Maintained  
                                         

by These Two : by The Kosmos and by The Human-being , but All by The One God . 
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11 The Logos of Intellect to Hermes   
                                                                                    

 

Intellect: Take Mastery of The Logos , O Thrice Great Hermes , and Remember 
                                                 

The Words that are being spoken . Thus I shall not hesitate to speak as it comes to Me .  
                                                                  

Hermes: Since many have spoken much -and these words are different-  about The All  
                                             

and about The God , I have not learned The Truth , will Thou , Master , make It quite  
                                                  − 

Clear to me concerning This ; for I can only Trust The Disclosure of This from Thee . 
−                     

Intellect: Hear , O Son , in what way The God Possesses/Contains Time and The All .  
                                                                         

 

The God , The Eternity , The Kosmos , The Time , The Generation . 
                                                                 

 

The God Creates Eternity ; then Eternity Creates The Kosmos ; 
                                                                  

then The Kosmos Creates Time ;  then Time Creates Generation . 
                                                            

 

Therefore just as Ousia Is The Good of The God , 
                                                           

so also Are Beauty , The Spiritual-Blessedness and Wisdom (The Good of The God) .  
                                                                                                     

thus The Sameness (Is The Good) of The Eternity , 
                                                                                  

thus The Order (Is The Good) of The Kosmos , 
                                                                                      

thus Change/Transition/Turning-about (Is The Good) of Time ,  
                                                                                               

thus (The Same Recursive Order ) of Life and Death (Is The Good) of Generation . 
                                                                                                

 

Then The Energies of The God are Intellect and Soul ; 
                                                                       

while Those of Eternity , are Immortality and Permanence/Duration/Continuity , 
                                                                                         

while Those of The Kosmos , are Restoration and Re-Restoration ; 
                                                    

while Those of Time , are Increase and Decrease ; 
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while Those of Generation , are Qualities and Quantities . 
                                                                  

Therefore , Eternity Is In The God , 
                                                                             

then The Kosmos Is In Eternity ,  
                                                                       

then Time Is In The Kosmos ,  
                                                                

then Generation Is In Time . 
                                                                   

 

And on the one hand , Eternity Stands-still About The God , 
                                                                             

whereas on the other hand , The Kosmos Moves In Eternity , 
                                                                                  

while Time Passes In The Kosmos , 
                                                      

while Generation Comes to Be In Time . 
                                                               

 

Therefore on the one hand , The Source of All Is The God , 
                                                                                  

whereas on the other hand ,  Ousia Is The Source of Eternity , 
                                                                                                           

whereas Matter Is The Source of The Kosmos , 
                                                                                             

whereas The Power of The God Is The Source of Eternity , 
                                                                                        

whereas The Work of Eternity Is The Kosmos ; 
                                                                           

which Never comes to Be , and Always comes to Be by Eternity . 
                                                   

For which Logos It will not ever be utterly-destroyed , for Eternity Is Indestructible ; 
                                                                          

nor is anyone of those In The Kosmos abandoned ,  
                                                                   

for The Kosmos Is Encompassed by Eternity . 
                                               

Hermes: Then what is The Ousia of The God ? 
                                       

Intellect: The Good and The Beautiful . And The Spiritually-Blessed Wisdom   
                                                                

and Every Virtue/Excellence . And therefore Eternity Adorns The Matter , 
                                                    

by Instilling Immortality and Permanence Into The Matter . For That   
    −                   −               

* 
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Generation depends upon Eternity , just as Eternity also depends on The God ;    
                                     

for Generation and Time are both In Heaven and In Earth by Being Double-Natured ;   
                                                   

thus on the one hand , In Heaven They are Unchangeable and Incorruptible ; 
                                                                                   

whereas on the other hand In Earth They are changeable and corruptible . 
                                                                                           

And on the one hand , The God Is The Soul of The Eternity , 
                                                                                        

whereas on the other hand , Eternity is The Soul of The Kosmos , 
                                                                                                      

whereas Heaven Is The Soul of The Earth . 
                                                                                 

 

And on the one hand , The God Is In The Intellect , 
B                                                                                    

whereas on the other hand , The Intellect Is In The Soul , 
                                                                                                 

whereas The Soul Is In The Matter . 
                                                                              

Whereas All These Exist Through The Eternity . 
                                                                        

Whereas This Whole Body , In which All The Bodies Exist , Is Filled-Full of Soul , 
                                       

whereas The Soul Is Filled-Full of The Intellect , 
                                                                                

and The Intellect Is Filled-Full of The God . 
                                                                                        

Thus on the one hand , Soul Fills-Full The Inner Self , 
                                                                            

whereas on the other hand , She Encompasses Self from Without , 
                                                                                                  

Giving-Vitality to The Whole ,  
                                                                      

Without on the one hand , The Kosmos Is This Great and Perfect Living-Being ,  
                                                          

Within on the other hand , Exist All The Living-Beings ,  
                                                                                              

and Above on the one hand In The Heaven , She Remains In The Sameness , 
                                                          

whereas Below At-The-Same-Time on The Earth She Turns The Generation About . 
                                                          −           −  

 

Thus , The Eternity Holds-together This All , 
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−whether by Necessity , or Providence , or Nature , or anything else one may think or 
  −        ’                                   

will think−     This All Is The God of Efficacious-Energy . Whereas The Energy Is    
−                                                    

The Unsurpassable Power of The God , which should not be compared to anything  
                                              

human nor Divine .             For which Logos , O Hermes , Thou should never be led   
                                                             − 

to believe that Anyone of Those Below nor of Those Above is Similar to The God ;  
      −                                                                 

for at that time , Thou will go astray from The Truth (Parmenides 133C-D) . For  
                                                                                               

nothing is Like That which Un-Like and ‘Is’  Alone ‘and’  One . And do not be led to  
                                                        − 

believe that any of His Power is allowed to another. For who/what ‘Is’ Like That God ?  
   −                                         ’        

Who Else Is The Cause of Life and Immorality and of The Creative-Turning-About ?  
                                                        

What Else then , Is The Work of Self other than to Create ? For The God is not idle ,  
                                                                

since then Everything would be idle ; for Everything Is Filled-Full of The God . Since  
                                                           ’  

there is no idleness at all in The Kosmos , nor in anything else ; for the word idleness is   
                        

empty of meaning , for both The Creator and That which comes to Be  . 
                                                     

 

                  Thus Everything Must come to Be and Always and Exactly At Each Place .   
                                                         ’     

For The Creator Is In Everything , not by being situated in anything , nor by being in 
                                                      

anyone of The Creations ; but by Being All , by Being Energized/Active Everywhere . 
                                                                                 

For Power is not Self-Sufficient for those that come into existence , since those that  
                                                

come into existence depend upon Self .   
                             ’          

 

                  Surely then Behold The Kosmos Underlying Thine Sight Through Myself ,  

6B                                              ’            

by Thoroughly-Intellecting in an Accurate Way The Beauty of Self  ; on the one hand ,  
                                                                  

Its Pure Body , and concerning which Body , there are none more Ancient , and on the  
                                                              

other hand , It Is New and In Its Prime , and It Is Even More than In Full Bloom  
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Throughout All Time .  
                      

                  See also The Seven Underlying Orders , that Adorn The Perpetual Order , 
                                  

and Run Their Perpetual Fulfilling Courses . Therefore , Light Fills Everything , but  
                                               

Fire is Nowhere to be found , for The Friendship of Contraries and The Blending   
                                            

of Opposites and Dissimilarities has given birth to The Light , which Shines forth by  
                                       

The Energy of The God , The Generator of All Good , and The Ruler of All Order , 
               

and The Leader of The Seven Orders/Adornments/Worlds .   See The Moon , The  
                                                                        

Forerunner of Them All -Instrument of Nature-  that Transforms The Matter Below. 
                        

See The Earth , Being Established In The Middle of The All , The Fixed-Foundation 
                                                           

of The Beautiful Kosmos , Nourisher and Nurse of those upon The Earth . Behold  
                                                 

then also The Multitude of Living-beings, as many as are Immortal , and Mortal , 
                                                

whereas Between both of Them The Moon Journeys-Around . 
                          

                  Thus Everything Is Full of Soul , and She Moves Everything , Some about  
                                                       

The Heaven , others about The Earth . And those that lean to the right do not lean to   
                                                      

the left nor do those that lean to the left lean to the right , nor do those above lean to  
                                      

those below nor do those below lean to those above .  
                                                     

                   And that All These have been brought to Be , O Most-Beloved Hermes , 
                                                                   

Thou no longer needs to learn from Myself . For They are bodies , possess a soul ,   
                                          

and are moved  . Then it is impossible for These to Come-together into One apart from   
                                                            

That which Gathers Them Together .  Therefore there must be Such a Cause , and   
                                                                     

This Is Entirely One . 
       

 

                    For The Motions are Many and Different , and the bodies are not Alike ,  
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therefore One Order has been Arranged for All , and thus it is impossible for there to be 
                                                                

two or more creators .  For One Order could not be maintained by many creators . Since   
                                                 

jealousy of The Superior will follow along with the many , and so will strife .  And if   
                                     

there were another creator of those that are transformable and mortal living-beings , then  
                                                         

he would have also wished to create Immortals , just as the creator of The Immortals  
                                               

would have also wished to create mortals .  Come along then , and if there are two , then  
                                                                                         

by The Matter of The Soul Being One , to which one of Themselves would the Store- 
                                                       − 

House of The Creation belong ?   If to both , then to which one the greater part ?   
−                                    

            Thus Intellect in this way , that the composition of every living body consists of  
                                              

Matter and Soul , and of The Immortal and the mortal , and of The Rational and of the   
                             

irrational . For All living bodies are ensouled , whereas those that are not alive , are  
                                             

Matter By Herself ; and similarly Soul By Herself , is The Life of Ousia Laid-up-Beside  
 ’                         

The Creator . Thus The Cause of The Immortals is The Cause of The Whole of Life .  
                                                                           

Therefore , how can The Life of The Immortals be other than The Life of the mortals ?  
                                                                      

How then can it be Well-maintained that The Life Created for The Immortals was not  
                                                                            

also The Life Created for the mortals ? 
                       

               And on the one hand , that there is A Certain Creator of These , is Clear . And   
                                                                                 

on the other hand , that there is only One , is Most Clear ; for Soul is also One , and Life  
                                                                            

is One , and Matter is One . Then Who is This Very One ? Who else then could It Be ,  
                                                                            

if not The One God ? For Who else could Properly Make Ensouled Living-beings , if  
                                                       

not The Unique God ? Therefore God Is One .  And it is most ridiculous if you agree 
                                                        

that on the one hand , The Kosmos is One , and that The Sun is One , and that The  
                                                               

Moon is One , and that The Divinity of The Earth is One , whereas on the other hand ,  
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you maintain that The God Self is one of a series !? Therefore Self makes Everything .  
                                                   

Whereas it would be most ridiculous  , if The God Self were one of many ! 
                                                                                   

 

                  And why is it so hard (to See) that The God Creates Life and Soul , and  
                                                                     

Immortality and Transformation , when Thou Does as many things ? For Thou 
                                             

Sees and Speaks , Hears and Smells , Touches and Walks about , and Intellects    
                    

 

and Breathes . And on the one hand , there is not one who sees , while on the other hand ,  
                                                         

there is another who hears , then one who speaks , but another one who touches , then one  
                                                

who smells , while another one walks-about , or one who Intellects , while another one  
                                 

breathes ; since there is One who Does All these operations  .   
                                       

                 But none of these operations are possible to do apart from The God .  For just 
                                             − 

as if soul were to cease Doing these functions , you would no longer be a Living-Being , 
−                                                                             

so that in this way , if The God , were to cease Creating these  –which is not Lawful  
                                                                         

to say–  (((he is no longer god))) .  
                

                 For if it has been shown that the human-being is not able to exist by doing  
                                              

nothing , then how much more is this True for The God ?  For if there is anything which  
                                                                                    

He does not Create –which is not Lawful to say− then (((the god is imperfect))) .  
                                                            

Whereas if He is not idle in anything , then He Is Perfect . Accordingly then , The God 
                                                                                          

Creates Everything . 
            

                 If Thou would Offer-up Thyself to Me for a while , O Hermes , then Thou 
13B                                                          ’ 

will easily Intellect that The Work of The God Is One , in order to bring into Existence  
                                                                   

Everything ; such as Those that Exist , Those that have come to Exist at one time , and  
                                                                                   

Those that will come to Exist; but This ,O Dearest , Is Life , but This Is The Beautiful ,   
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but This , Is The Good . This Is The God . 
            

                If Thou Wishes Self to Intellect and Work , then See what happens to Thee  
                                                          

when Thou Wishes to beget .  But this is not Like It Is with That God ; for That God  
                                                        

does not experience pleasure ; for He has no other Co-worker/Partner . Accordingly  
                                                                   

then , by Being Self-Working , He Is Always in His Work , by Self Being That which  
                                                                       

He Creates . For if He were separated from Self , then on the one hand , Everything  
                                                                            

would collapse-together , and on the other hand , Everything would necessarily perish ,  
                                                                          

since Life would not Exist .  But if Everything Is Alive , and if Life Is One , then The  
                                                                 

God Is also One . And in turn , if Everything Is Alive , both Those in Heaven and also   
                                          

Those in The Earth , then if there Is One Life for Everything that comes to Be through 
                                                                            

The God , then Self Is also God . Accordingly then , Everything comes to Be through 
                                                               

The God .        Then Life is The Unification of Intellect , body and Soul . Surely then  
14C                                               

Death is not the utter-destruction of Those that have been put together , since Death Is  
                                                                      

the dissolution of The Unification . 
                          

 

Now then , The Eternity Is The Image of The God , 
                                                                      

whereas The Kosmos Is The Image of The Eternity , 
                                                                                        

whereas The Sun Is The Image of The Kosmos , 
                                                                                       

whereas The Human-being Is The Image of The Sun . 
                                                                                       

 

            Whereas They say that The Transformation is Death , because on the one hand ,  
                                                            

the body dissolved , whereas on the other hand , The Life of Those that are dissolved  
                                                                  

withdraws into The Un-Seen .       
                        

             This Is In The Way of The Logos , My Dearest Hermes , and since Thou are  
                                                                          − 
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Listening with Spiritual-Reverence , I Say that The Kosmos Is Being Transformed   
    −                                                          

through Eternity , by means of That Certain Part of The Life of Self that comes to Be  
    ’                                                                  

each Day in The Un-Seen ,               whereas The Kosmos Is Never dissolved .  And   
’                                           

Such are The Experiences of The Kosmos , Such are Its Cycles and Its Mysteries .   
                                                     

And The One Is The Cycle that Returns , but The Other Is The Mystery of Renewal .    
                                                                  

Since It Is Omni-Form , It does not maintain The Forms It Contains within Itself , since  

< . . . >                                

Self Is Being Trans-Formed . 
                     

                Since The Kosmos has come to Be Omni-Form , therefore what would   
                                                                 

The One who Creates Be ? For on the one hand , would Self not come to Be Formless .     
                                                                                    

And if on the other hand , Self Is Omni-Form , then Self will Be Like The Kosmos . But  
                                                             

if Self Possesses One Form , According to This , Self will be less than The Kosmos .  
                                                        

Therefore , what shall we declare Self to be ? We must not bring around The Logos into  
                                                               

difficulty ; for we conceive no difficulty about The God . Therefore , Self Possesses One  
                                              

Idea , if Something Is The Idea of Self , which is not subject to being seen , for Self Is 
                                    

Incorporeal . And Self Brings to Light All Forms by means of Their bodies . 
                                                         

                 And do not be surprised if there is A Certain Incorporeal Idea ; for it is just  
                                                        − 

Like The Idea of The Logos . And in paintings on the one hand , the mountain peaks   
−                                                          

are seen to stand-out very sharply , while on the other hand , they are naturally quite  
                                                                

smooth and flat  .  
     

                 Then by Reflecting upon The Logos that has been spoken with more Daring ,  
                                                                            

then you will more Truly Intellect The One who Contains Everything . For just Like   
                                                

the human-being can not Live apart from Life , so also The God can not Create   
                              

apart from The Good . For This Is just Like The Life and just Like The Motion   
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of The God , to Move and to Vivify Everything . 
                     

 

              Thus some of The Logos being spoken have to be Reflected in a Personal Way ; 
                                                               

such as by Intellecting That which I now Say . For Everything is In The God ; but not  
                                                                

as if It were lying In a Place/Space ; for on the one hand , The Place is also A Body , 
                                                                     

and Every body is Moveable , whereas on the other hand , That which Is Incorporeal   
                                                                                    

Is Immoveable , and those that are situated in Self do not Possess Motion ; for they are 
                                                      − 

situated in another way ; in bodiless imagination ; for That which Intellects  
−                                                   

Comprehends Everything . And since there is nothing that limits The Incorporeal ,  
                                   

nothing quicker , nothing more powerful , since Self Is The Absolute Limit of All ,   
                                     

and thus , Self Is Unlimited , and The Quickest and The Most Powerful . 
                                 

            And Intellect This by Thyself . Urge Thy Soul to Travel to any Land which  
                   ’  

you wish , and She will be There quicker than Thine command . Then Urge Self to go   
                  

to The Ocean , so also in turn She will be There at once , but not as if She had passed  
                                  

from place to place , but as Being There .   Then Urge Self to also fly up to The   
     ’               

Heaven , and She will need no wings , but neither will anything impede Her , not The  
       ’                 

Fire of The Sun , not The Ether , not The Whirl of The Stars , nor That of The Other  
                                          

Astral Bodies , but by cutting through All , She will Fly up as far as The Last Body .    
               

And if Thou Wishes to go Beyond The Whole Self , and to Contemplate , Those that are  
                                        

Outside , if indeed there is Anything Outside The Kosmos , then it is allowed for Thee . 
                                                                                
 

               See what Power , what Speed Thou Possesses ! If then on the one hand , Thou  
                                                                       

can do this , then on the other hand , cannot The God ?  Therefore , Intellect The God 
                                                                         

this way ; just as if He Contains All within Himself as Thoughts ; The Kosmos ,   
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Himself , The Whole .  
            
 

                 Therefore , if you cannot make Thyself Equal to The God , then you cannot  
                                                               

Intellect The God ; for That which is Like is Intellected by The Like . Leap Beyond  
                                                

All that is corporeal by making Thyself grow  to an Immeasurable Size , Rise Above 
        −  −               

All Time by Becoming Eternal , and Thou will Intellect The God .  Suppose nothing  
                                         

to be impossible for Thyself .  Regard Thyself as Immortal , and Able to Intellect    
                                   

Everything ; on the one hand , All The Arts , and on the other hand , All The Kinds of  
                                                                             − 

Knowledge . Become the customary place of Every living-being , then become Higher  
  −                                                                     

than All heights , and lower than All depths . Then Gather-together All The Oppositions 
                  

of The Qualities In Thyself ; such as of Fire , Water , of Hot and Cold , of The Dry and 
                                   

The Moist . Intellect Thyself to Be Everywhere At-Once ;  in The Earth , in The Sea , 
                                                                  

in The Heaven ; having not yet come to Be , to Be in the womb , young , old , to Be dead 
              −  −            

among those that are the dead . Intellect All these At-Once ;  The Times , Places ,   
                                

Actions , Qualities and Quantities ; then Thou will Be Able to Intellect The God . 
                                                  

 

21A         But if you lock up Thine Soul in the body , and lower Thyself , and say ; 
                

  

‘I can intellect nothing ; I can do nothing ; I am afraid of earth and sea ; 
                      “                           

I can’t ascend to heaven ; I don’t know who I was , I don’t know who I will be.” 

          :           :” 
 

What about Thyself and Thy God ? 
                                 

For you are able to Intellect none Those that Are Beautiful and Good , while also being   
                                                         

a lover of body and deficient .   
          

                    For the perfect defect is that which ignores The God ; whereas That which    
                                                                   

* 
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Is Able to Intuitively-Know , and to Wish ,  and to Hope , Is The Immediate Road that   
                                           

Bears/Leads Oneself to The Good , and It Is an Easy Road for Thee to Travel . For  
                                                            

The God will come to Meet Thee Everywhere , and The God will be Seen Everywhere ;  
                                                              

Where and When not being expected ; While awaking from sleeping , While traveling   
                                            

on a ship , During The Night , During The Day , While speaking , While being silent :   
                                                                        

For there is no Likeness/Image which That is not .  
                       

 

                      Then do you say “The god is invisible” ? Speak Well ! And Who/What Is  
                                     “    ”  ;                    

More-Visible than Self ? He has made All of This through Self ; in order that Thou See  
                                                

Self through All . This Is The Good of The God ; This Is The Excellence of The God ,  
                                    

The Self has Come to Light through All . For there is nothing invisible , not even   
                                              

Those that are Incorporeal , since The Intellect Is Seen In That which Is Intellected ,   
                                                                                  

The God Is Seen In That which Is Created . These things have been made clear to you  
                                                    

              These Revelations , O Thrice-Great-One , I have Brought-to-Light thus far .  
                                                                

Whereas Intellect by Thyself All The Rest in a similar way , and Thou will not   
                                                

be led-astray/thoroughly-deceived . 
                        

13 Oct 2017 
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12 The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes to Tat 

                                                                 

Concerning The Common Intellect 

                                                                                

 
Hermes: The Intellect , O Tat , Is from The Self Ousia of The God , if indeed there Is  
                                                     

A Certain Ousia of God ; and What Kind of A Being Ousia happens to Be , Self Alone   
                                                                 

Knows Precisely . Therefore , The Intellect is not cut-off/severed from The Ousianess   
                                          

of The God , since It Is as it were Unfolded/Stretched-out (from The God) , just as   
        ’                                                                          

The Light of The Sun . Whereas on the one hand , in human-beings This Very Intellect  
                                                                    

Is God ; and for which Logos some Humans are Divine , and The Humanity of These is  
                           

Akin to The Divinity ; and since on the one hand , The Good Spirit called The Gods 
                                              

Immortal Humans , whereas on the other hand , The Good Spirit called Human-beings  
                                                                                     

mortal gods .       Whereas there is only Nature in the living-beings without The Logos . 
                                                      

 

                For Where there Is Soul , There also Is Intellect ; just as Where there Is Life ,  
                                                           

There also Is Soul ; whereas the life of soul is devoid of Intellect in those living-beings 
                                                     

without The Logos . For The Intellect Is The Benefactor of Human Souls , for It  
                                              

Energizes/Activates Themselves to The Good . And on the one hand , in living-beings  
                                                                        

without The Logos , It Co-operates with the individual nature of each one , whereas on  
                                                                             

the other hand , in The Souls of humans , It Counter-acts that nature . For every soul that 
                                                                   

comes to be in a body , is immediately made defective by both pain and pleasure ; since  
                                   

the body is composed just as if out of boiling juices of both pleasure and pain , into  
        −         −                
which , the soul steps-in/embarks to be baptized/submerged/dipped/steeped . 

                                                                                    
 

               Therefore , in as many Souls Where The Intellect Is In-Charge , These Reveal  

                                                               
The Brilliance of Itself , by Acting in opposition to those acquired-before by Selves . 
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For just as A Good Physician inflicts pain by burning or cutting the body that is pre- 
                                            − 

disposed to disease , In The Same Way , The Intellect Causes pain of the soul ,   
−                          

By Drawing Self Away from pleasure , from which every disease of soul comes to be .  
−     −            ’                      

Whereas the great disease of soul is Godlessness , next are the opinions of those that are  
                                                          

Godless , and every kind of defect and nothing Good accompanies these . Take Notice  
                                               ’ 

then , The Intellect , By Acting In Opposition to self , Keeps-Safe/Preserves/Secures  
                                                               

The Good for The Soul , just as A Good Physician Preserves The Health for the body . 
                                                         

 

                Thus as many human souls that do not happen to be Governed by The Intellect  
                                                    

undergo the same (fate) as the souls of living-beings without The Logos . For Intellect  
                                                              

becomes their Co-operator , and It gives them up to their desires , which are carried to 
                                       

< . . . > by the rushing-force of their appetite/craving/longing/yearning , that reaches-out  
                                                                                                

for that which is without The Logos . And just as it is the case with the living-beings that  
                                                                                           

are without The Logos , they do not cease from being angered irrationally nor from 
                                                                      

desiring irrationally , nor can they be filled/have enough of these defects ; for angers and 
                                             

desires are exceedingly irrational defects . Therefore The God has Established The Law 
                                       
as if It were A Corrective-Aid and A Test/Proof . 

                                      
 

Tat: O Father , in this case , The Logos concerning Fate , which Thou has explained 
                                               
to me before , is in peril of being overthrown .  For if it is entirely Fated  that those who 

                           − 
have done any of the following , such as adultery , or sacrilege , or some other crime , are  

   −                                               
those who have done the deed under the compulsion of their allotment , then why are  

                                                   
they also being Corrected ? For their fate /their allotment brought about All these deeds . 

                                                                         

 

Hermes: O Son , and as a result , nothing of the corporeal realm , neither good nor bad , 
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come to be apart from that fate . And thus it has been fated/allotted that the one   
                                                             

who has done that which is harmful , shall experience that which is harmful ; and 
                                                                         

they act through this , in order that they may undergo the experience which they did . 
                                                                           

 

               But now The Logos is not concerned with defectiveness and allotments , for  
                                                           

on the one hand , we have spoken about these elsewhere ; but now on the other hand ,   
                                                              

The Logos for us is concerning Intellect ; what is Intellect Able To Do , and In What  
                                                              

Way does It Contain Differences , for on the one hand , It Exists in one way in human- 
                                                                                      −  

-beings , whereas It Exists in another way in living-beings without The Logos ; and  
−                                                                  

in turn , since on the one hand , in living-beings without The Logos It is not Beneficent ;  
                                                              

whereas on the other hand , in human-beings It works Good , but In A Different Way , 
                                                  ’      

for It does not quench the anger and the desire in All human-beings .  And so of these ,   
                                      

on the one hand , one must Intellect that there are Those who Possess The Logos , and 
                                                                                               

on the other hand , those who are without The Logos . Whereas All human-beings   
                                                                                 

are subject to fate ; to both generation and transformation , for these processes are   
                                

the beginning and the end of fate .  
              

 

             And on the one hand , All human-beings undergo their Destinies/fates ; whereas  
                                                             

on the other hand , Those that Possess The Logos , which we have said are Led by The  
                                                                                     

Intellect , do not experience in a similar way as the others ; since by being Liberated  
                                             
from defectiveness ; They experience as Human-beings who are not defective . 

                                                                        
 

Tat:  Again , O Father , what do you mean ? Is the adulterer not bad ?  
                                                   
Is the murderer not bad , and all the others ? 

                  
 

Hermes: No , since The One Who Possesses The Logos , O Son , does not happen to be 
                         ’                                                                
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an adulterer , nor a murderer , although he/she must undergo that which is fated ; just as  
                                                                                              

the adulterer and the murderer must . For it is impossible for a human-being to escape  
                                                                                   

their transformation/death , just as it is also impossible to escape their generation/birth ;  
                                                                                                   

whereas it is Possible for The One who Possesses Intellect to escape from harm/defect .  
                                                                                  

 

                And concerning which Logos , O Son , I have heard The Good Spirit  
                                                              

Say ,  that if It had brought This forth in writing , it would have much Benefitted the  
                                           

race of human-beings , for That Alone , O Son , by Being The First-born God , and so  
                      

by Over-Seeing Everything , Spoke These Truly Divine Logos . Thus indeed , I once 
                                               

heard Self Say that Everything Is One , and especially Intelligible Bodies ; since    
                  

 

We Live In Power , and In Energy , and In Eternity . 
                                                              

 

And that The Intellect of This Is Good , and so also Is The Soul of Self . Whereas if 
                                        

This Is Such as This , then there is no separation/interval among The Intelligibles . 
                                                       

Therefore , since Intellect Is The Ruler of All , and by Being The Soul of The God ,  
                                           

Intellect Is Able to Do just as It Wills .  
                   

 

                  Then Thou Intellect This Logos , and refer It to the question which Thou 
                                            − 

enquired of Me before ; thus I mean about Fate . For if you carefully/accurately exclude 
−                     

these wrangling arguments , O Son , Thou will find that The Intellect ; The Soul of The  
                                               

God , Truly Rules Over All ; such as Over Fate , Over Law and Over All The Rest ;   
                 

and there is nothing impossible for Self , neither to Place A Human Soul Above Fate ,  
                         

nor if she has been neglectful , just as it happens , to subject her to Fate . And on the one  
                                   

hand , I have Spoken so much of The Good Spirit in regards to The Very Best . 
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Tat: And This Divinely , O Father , and Truly , and Beneficially . But still , will Thou 
                                          − 

make This clear to me ; for Thou said that The Intellect Justly Energizes In a Natural  
  −                                          

Way among those living-beings without The Logos , by Co-operating in the instincts /   
                                                                             

impulses of selves . But as I think , the impulses of living-beings without The Logos , 
                                                         

are passive-affections ; but if The Intellect also Co-operates with the impulses , whereas   
                                                                        

the impulses are passive-affections , accordingly then The Intellect is also passively-  
                                                                              −   

affected , by being Co-involved (Sympathetic) with those that are passively-affected ? 
−                                                                        

 

Hermes: Well said , O son ,  you ask in a Noble Way , thus it is Just for me to answer . 
                                      

All The Incorporeals in the body , O Son , are subject to-external-influence / to-change /  
             

are-passive . And on the one hand , the corporeal selves are properly passive , whereas on  
                                                    

the other hand , All The Incorporeals are The Causes of Motion . For The Incorporeal   
                                                                                            

Move All , whereas All that is Moved is corporeal ; whereas The Incorporeals are also  
                                                    

Moved by The Intellect ; whereas Motion is passive . Therefore both That which Moves  
                                              

and that which is being moved are affected ; One Governs while the other is governed .   
                                                            

And so that on the one hand , by The Intellect being in the body It is affected , whereas  
                                                           

on the other hand , when You are Liberated from the body , You are also Freed from that  
                                                                        

which is affected . But rather , O Son , at one time nothing is unaffected , since All things  
                                                          

are affected . Thus the passive experience is different from That which experiences . For   
                                                                                       

The One is Active , while the other is passive ; for the corporeal bodies are Activated by  
                                                                    ’ 

Selves . For they are either unmoved or moved ; however in both cases there will indeed  
                                                                

exist the experience . Therefore Those that are Incorporeal are Always Activated , and  
                                                                               
because of this They are affected/passive . Therefore do not let these terms disturb Thee ;   

                                                
for both The Energy/Action and the experience are The Same ; thus it does no harm 
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to employ the more-favorable/prosperous term/name . 

                                
Tat: Thou has Imparted The Logos Most-Clearly , O Father . 

12                                     
 

Hermes: Then also See This , O Son , that The God has Favored the human-being with  
                                              
these Two Gifts Beyond All the mortal living-beings ; with Intellect and The Logos ;  

                                                 
by both being Equally-Valued as much as Immortality ; since The Gift that is Offered   

                                                                                   
is Spoken . Therefore if one will use These Gifts in relation to That which one Should ,  

                                                                                       
then one will be no different from The Immortals , or rather , one will only differ by  

                                                        
being in the body , but upon departing the body , one will be Guided by both Intellect  

                        − 
and The Logos to The Realm/Place of The Gods and The Blessed . 

        −                                        
 

Tat: Whereas do not the other living-beings use Logos , O Father ? 

                                          
 

Hermes: No , Son , since they make sounds . Since Logos differs greatly from sounds .   

                                                        
For on the one hand , The Logos is Common to All humans , whereas on the other hand ,  

                                                               
each kind of living-being has its own particular sound . 

                                   
 

Tat: But this is also the case for humans , O Father ; for The Logos of each race differs . 

                                      
 

Hermes: On the one hand , The Language is different , O Son ; while on the other hand ,  

                                                                        
The Human Race is One , and in this way The Logos is One ; and when The Logos  

                                                          − 
is Translated , It is also found to be The Self Same in Egypt , in Persia and in Hellas .   

    −                                  
Therefore The Logos is The Image of The Intellect , and The Intellect is The Image   

                                                        
of The God .  

      
For The Blessed God ; The Good Spirit said that The Soul is in the body , 

                          
whereas The Intellect is in The Soul , whereas The Divine Logos is in The Intellect . 

                                                                                        
Therefore The God of These is The Father . 

                                                                      
Therefore The Logos is also The Image of The Divine Intellect , 
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and thus the body is the image of The Idea , 
                                                                                   

whereas The Idea is The Image of The Soul . 
                                                                                       

Thus on the one hand , The Finest/Lightest/Purest Part of Matter is Air , 
                                                                   

whereas The Finest Part of Air is Soul , 
                                                                                          

whereas The Finest Part of Soul is Intellect , 
                                                                                            

whereas The Finest Part of Intellect is God . 
                                                                                                     

And on the one hand , The God is About All and Through All , 
                                                                     

whereas on the other hand , The Intellect is About The Soul , 
                                                                                              

whereas The Soul is About The Air , 
                                                                          

whereas The Air is About The Matter . 
                                                                           

Thus , Necessity and Providence and Nature are The Instruments 

                                             

Of The Administration of The Kosmos , and Of The Arrangement of The Matter . 
                                                               

And on the one hand , Each One of The Intelligibles is One Ousia , 
C                                                             

whereas on the other hand , Ousia is The Sameness of Selves ; 
                                                                                        

while each one of the bodies of The All is Many . 
                                           

And The Matter is One ; for The Incomposite Bodies Contain The Sameness , 
                                               

and They Cause The Transformation into Each Other ,  
                                                           

by Always Preserving Their Indestructible Sameness . 

                                                            
Thus there is Number in Each and All of the other compound bodies .  

                                       
For it is impossible for combination (+) or composition or dissolution (-) to come to Be 

                                                
without Number . 

                                                                    
Thus The Monads/Unities Bring forth and Increase The Number ,  

                                                               
and again in turn Receive Its Dissolution into Themselves , while Matter remains One . 
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Therefore , This Whole Kosmos , This Great God ,  
                                                   

is also The Image of The Greater God , and , by Being United with That ,  
                                                                     

also Preserves The Order According to The Will of The Father ,   
                                                   

Is The Abundance of The Life ; 
                                                                   

And there is nothing In This   -neither of The Whole nor of The Part-   
                                      

that were Established from The First ,  
                                                               

which does not Live , throughout All of the infinite cycles of Time .   
                                                                                    

For there is nothing dead in The Kosmos that has either come to be , or is , or will be . 
                                                    

For The Father Willed that Self Should Subsist to Sustain Existence ; 
                                        ’        

and for which Logos The Kosmos Must Necessarily Be Divine . 
                                                                                              

How then , O Son , could it be possible for anything to be dead , in This God ; 
                                                          

in The Image of The Father ; in The Abundance of Life ? 
                                                    

For death is destruction ,  but destruction is to perish absolutely . 
                                              

How then can any part of The Indestructible be destroyed , or any part of God perish? 
                                 

 

Tat: O Father , then do not the living-beings in Self die , which are parts of Self ? 
                                            

 

Hermes: Speak in an Advantageous Way , O Son ! 
                                                                                        

For Thou are being misled by the terms applied to that which comes to be . 
                                                                         

For the living-beings do not die , but by being compound bodies , they are dissolved . 
                              ’                          

Whereas the dissolution is not death , but it is the dissolution of a mixture ; 
                                                  

thus they are dissolved so as not to be destroyed , but in order to be Renewed . 
                               ’                ’           

Since What Is The Energy/Activity of Life ?  Is It not Motion ? 

                                                          
What then in The Kosmos is Immobile ? Nothing , O Son ! 
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Tat:  Does not The Earth appear Immobile to Thee , O Father ? 
                              ’                                       

Hermes: No Son ! Since She Alone is Full-of-Motion , and She is Stationary as well .  
                                                               

How could it not be absurd if The Nurse of All ; The Producer and Begetter of All were  
                   

without-Motion ? For it is impossible for The One who Produces anything to Produce  
                                                                             

without Motion . Thus it is most absurd to enquire , if the fourth part/element , Earth ,  
                               

will be idle ; for that body that is without-Motion signifies nothing other than idleness . 
                                        

 

 

                                                 
 

 

          Now then , O Son , Know that All The Being in The Kosmos , without exception ,  
                                                            

is Moving either by decreasing or by increasing ; but that which is Moving is also Alive .   
                                                           

But All that lives is not Necessarily Always The Self/Same ; for on the one hand , while   
                                                             

The Kosmos as a Whole Is Unchanging , O Son , on the other hand , All The Parts  
                                            

of Self are changing , so that nothing is perishable or being destroyed ; but the terms that  
                                             − 

are applied confuse humans . For generation is not The Source of Life , but that of  
−             ’    

perception ; nor is death The Source of Transformation , but that of forgetfulness .   
                                                                  

Now then since these particulars have to be in this way , Everything Is Immortal ; such  
                                                                

as The Matter , The Life , The Breath , The Soul and The Intellect ;  from which ,  
                                                                         

All that Is Alive has been composed-together ; according to which All that Lives Is  
                                                                                   

Immortal by means of  The Immortality of Selves .  
                               

              But the human-being more than all ; for the human-being is also Receptive   
                                                                  

of The God and Shares-of-Ousia with The God . For The God is only Friends-with  
                                               

this living-being ; on the one hand , through Dreams by Night , and on the other hand ,  
                                      ’                               

* 
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through Symbols by Day , and through All these Ways and Means Self Foretells  
                                                           

the things that will be ; by birds , by sacrificial organs , by the breath and by the oak ; and   
                                     

for which Logos humans proclaim that they know of things past , present and future . 
            

          But also See this , O Son , that each one of the living-beings habitually-return-to  
                                           

one part of The Kosmos ; on the one hand , the aquatic-beings return to the water , while 
                                                                         

on the other hand , the terrestrial-beings return to the earth , and in turn the sky-borne  
                                                                                              

return to the air ; but the human-being Uses All these    –earth , water , air and Fire–   
                                          

thus humans also See Heaven , thus they Touch even This , if they will but Perceive .    
                                                      

Since The God Is both Around All and Through All . 
                                                        

For The God Is Energy/Activity and Power . 
                                                                            

And there is nothing difficult to Intellect The God , O Son , 
                                                  

if Thou but Wishes , and Contemplates Self ; 
                                                                   

Behold The Order of The Kosmos and The Good Ornamentation of The Order , 
                                                            

Behold how All those that are Visible , Are Visible by Necessity , 
                                                                                 

Behold that those that have come to Be and are coming to Be , Exist by Providence . 
                                                                        

Behold The Matter Being Most Full of Life ,  
                                                      

Behold The God of such a Great Age , 
                                                                   

Moving-along with All Those that Are Good and Beautiful ;  
                                     

Gods and Spirits and Human-beings . 
                                                    

 

Tat: But these , O Father , are wholly/entirely/altogether Activities/Energies . 
      ’                                                         

 

Hermes: Therefore , if They are wholly Activities/Energies , O Son ,  
                                                                  

then by Whom are They Energized/Activated , by another god ?   
                                                                

* 
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Or does Thou fail to Realize that just as 

                                                                                   

Heaven and Earth and Water and Air are The Parts of The Kosmos , 
                                                  

so also in the self/same way 
                                                                           

Life , Immortality , Destiny , Necessity , Providence , Nature , Soul and Intellect  
               

Are The Members/Limbs/Parts of The God ? 
                                                                                       

and that The Permanence/Continuity of All These Beings is called The Good ? 
                                                                 

And so there is not anything of those that are coming to be  
                                                                          

or of those that have come to be anywhere , that is not The God . 
                                                                          

 

Tat:  In that case , Is The God in The Matter , O Father ? 
                                                                                         

 

Hermes: For is The Matter something separate from God , O Son , 
                                                                                

in order that a place be set-apart for Self ? 
                                                                   

What then does Thou think self could be except a formless-heap , if not Energized ? 
                                                                      

But if Self is Energized , then by Whom is Self Energized ? 
                                                                    

For we said that The Energies are Members/Parts of The God . 
                                                            

Therefore , by Whom are All Living-beings Vivified ? 
                                                              

By Whom are Immortals Immortalized? By Whom are The Transformed Transformed? 
                               

Thus , whether you speak of Matter , or Body or Ousia , 
                                                                  

Realize that These are also The Energies of The God , 
                                                          

for it Is The God that also Energizes The Physical Nature of The Matter , 
                                                                       

and The Corporeal Nature of The Bodies , 
                                                           

and The Ousian-(Recursive/Transformative/Essential/Real)-Nature of The Ousia .  
                                                                                                        

And This Is The God , The All ; but in The All there is nothing which is not . 
                                 

* 
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Whence there is neither Size , Place , Quality , Shape nor Time beside The God , 

               for 

Self Is All ; since The All Is Throughout All and Around All . 
                                                        

Worship and Serve This Logos , O Son .  
                                 

There is but One Service of The God : by not missing The Mark . 
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13 The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes to His Son Tat [On Guard] 

                                                        

The Hidden Logos Concerning Regeneration [and Commands Silence] 

                                           

 
Tat:  The General Logos , O Father , about The Divinity Being Examined/Unfolded   
                                                         

were Revealed Enigmatically and not Clearly ; for Thou has Uncovered nothing by  
                                    

saying ‘no one can be saved prior to The Regeneration’ . And after Thou Discoursed 
                

with Myself , upon The Crossing-over of The Boundary , I came to Seek Thine Help   
                                                    

by asking to Learn The Logos of Regeneration , for only this , above all , I know not .  
                 

And Thou said ; ‘Thou are not yet Resolved To Offer-up-Thyself To My-Self , 
                                          ’                                

when the time comes to estrange Thyself from The Kosmos , I shall Impart It .’ 
                                                 ’ 

But I have already become effectually-prepared , and I have estranged The Spirit/Mind  
                                                 

in my Self from the deceit of The Kosmos .   Therefore , Restore All that I am lacking ,   
                                

that Thou also said , Thou would Impart by setting Regeneration before me either by  
                               −      −  

open declaration or secretly . I do not know , O Thrice Great One , from what sort/kind  

                                                               

of mother’s womb , or from what kind of seed , can the human-being be Regenerated . 

                                                   
 

Hermes: O Son , Wisdom is The Mother’s Womb , Being Conceived in Silence ,  
                                                                      

and The Authentic Good is The Seed . 
                                                           

 

Tat: Who is The One that Sows , O Father ? For I am all together at a loss. 
                                               

 

Hermes: The Will of The God , O Son . 
                     

 

Tat: Also tell me this ; Who is The Effective-Cause of The Regeneration ; 
                                         

 

Hermes: The Human Child of The God ; The One Who Serves The Will of God .  
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Tat: And from where is The Begotten One , O Father ? 
         ()          

Hermes: The Begotten One will be Another , Divine Son of God ; The All , In All ;  
                                                         

for there is no Portion of The Ousia and of The Intelligible in My-Self , 
                                                          

by Possessing , The Portion of All The-Powers-that-Live-Together-In-Communion . 
                                                                                    

 

Tat: Thou speaks in riddles to me . O Father , and not as Father would speak to son .  
                                                     

 

Hermes: This Is The Genus that cannot be taught , O Son , since It will be Remembered 
                                                  

By The Will of The God , When God Wills . 
                                                                                

 

Tat: Thou speaks of impossibilities that are also overwhelming for me , O Father .  
                                                                      

For which Logos in relation to this , I have the right to ask in turn “Accordingly then , 

                                                     “              ’ 

is the son a foreigner by nature to The Genus of The Father ?” Do not bear me ill-will , 
                              "             −    −   

Father , I am Thine Legitimate Son . Explain to me The Way of The Regeneration .   
      (Rep 587C)            

 

Hermes: What I say , O Son , is that This Genus cannot be taught  , nor is This a molded 
                                       

element , which is seen through Thine sight . I have nothing to say , except this ;  
       ’                               

Through Beholding that A Certain/Definite Unmolded Idea has come to Be in Myself 

                                                   ’                          

from The Compassion of God  , 
                                                                                    

and I have Passed-through Myself into An Immortal Body ;  
                                                        

and now , I am not that which I was before , since I have been born in Intellect , 
                                                 ’                       

and so , my first composite form has been dissolved . 
                                                  

I no longer possess color or measure and cannot be touched ;  
                                                    

since I am a Stranger to these . 
                                                               

Now Thou sees Me and Everything with Thine eyes , O Son ,  
                                                              

* 
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whereas as many as Thou Understands by gazing intently , Thou will see corporeally ,  
                                                                              

Now I am not Beheld by such eyes as these , O Son . 
                                 −  −       

 

Tat: Thou has plunged me -not a little- in the Madness and Frenzy of Minds , O Father ;  
                                         

For now I do not see Myself ? 
                                                                 

 

Hermes: If only Thou had also Passed-through Thyself , O Son ,  
                                               

in order that Thou had seen , not as those who in their sleep are dreaming , 
                                                                          

but as one who is apart/without/separate from sleep (Awake) . 
                                                                                   

 

Tat: Tell me this also , who is The Generating-Cause of The Regeneration ? 
                                      

 

Hermes: The Human Son of The God , by The Will of God . 
                                   

 

Tat: Now the rest has reduced me into the speechlessness , O Father , of Those Minds 
                                                  

Thou left behind before . For I See that Thine Greatness/Magnitude , O Father ,  
                                                         

along with Thine Character Remains The Self Same . 
                                                                                    

 

Hermes: In this Thou are also deceived . For the mortal form changes day by day ,  
                                        ’   

for Time Turns-about by Increasing and Decreasing , by being false . 
                                             

 

Tat: What then is True/Real , O Thrice Great One ? 

                           
 

Hermes: That which is not obscure/muddy, O Son , That which is not limited/bounded,  
                                                                       

The Colorless , The Formless , The Changeless , The Naked , The Luminous , The Self 
                         

Apprehensible , The Unchangeable , The Incorporeal Good .  
                  

 

Tat: I am Truly Frantic/Raging-Mad , O Father , for Myself was expecting that by Thee  
                                                                     

* 
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I would have become Wise , but when Thou puts This Thought before Myself  
                                   −      −  

my senses have become blocked . 
                                             ()  

 

Herm: It Has to be in this way, O Son. On the one hand , it falls to the senses to perceive 
                                                                                

that which rises like Fire and that which falls like Earth , 
                                                           

and that which is moist like Water and that which breathes like Air , 
                                                                        

whereas on the other hand , how will these senses sensibly Intellect in this way 
                                                                                 

That which Is Unlike 

        

That which is not hard , That which is not liquid , 
                                                                              

That which is not bound-fast , That which is not being dissolved ,  
                                                                             

That which Is only Intellected by Its Power and Energy ; 
                                                           

but This Requires The Ability to Intellect The Incorporeal Generation In God . 
                                         

 

Tat: Therefore I am unable , O Father . 
7A                   

 

Hermes: May it not come to be , O Son . Withdraw into Yourself , and It shall come ;  
                                                   

Be Willing , and It will Be . Leave idle the senses of the body , and The Generation  
                      

of The Divinity will Be .  Thou must Cleanse Thyself from the avengers of matter   
                            

of those without The Logos . 
                            

 

Tat: Do avengers have to exist within myself , O Father ? 
                                       

 

Hermes: Its kinds are not few , O Son ,  since they are both many and fearsome . 
                                                    

 

Tat: I am ignorant of them , O Father . 
                                         

 

Hermes: Self ignorance, O Son, is one of the kinds of avengers . The second is pain ;  
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the third is intemperance ; the fourth is desire ; the fifth is injustice ; the sixth is greed ;  
                                           

the seventh is deceit ; the eighth is ill-will ; the ninth is treachery ; the tenth is anger ;   
                                                       

the eleventh is recklessness ; the twelfth is malice . These then are twelve in number , but  
                                

under these there are also many others , O Son ,  which compel the inner human that is 
                      

imprisoned by being bound by the body to suffer/experience through the senses . But  
                                         

these avengers do not depart at once from the one who receives The Compassion from  
                                                              

The God , and in this way The Logos is Put-together . 
                                                               

 

This Is The Way and Logos of The Regeneration . 
                                                    

       Be Silent for The Rest , O Son , and Keep Religious Silence ; and Through This  
                                               

The Compassion from The God for us shall not cease . 
                                                        

      Rejoice for The Rest , O Son , be thoroughly Cleansed by The Powers of The God ,  
                                        

for They have come to The Linking-together of The Logos . The Intuitive-Knowledge  
                                                             

of God has come to us. The Coming of This, O Son , is The Banishment of ignorance .   
                                                

The Joy of Intuitive-Knowledge has come to us , and at The Coming of This  , O Son ,  
                                                          

pain/sorrow will flee to those who make room for her . 
                                                       

           After Joy , I Summon The Third Power of Mastery . O Power Most Sweet .  

9                                    

Let Us Receive Her , O Son , Most-gladly ,  
                                             

See how on Her Arrival She drives off the lack of Mastery/Temperance/Soundness . 
                −                                          

Now I Summon The Fourth Power of Endurance , That which is Set-over desire . 
                                                

This Fifth Step of Power , O Son , is The Seat of Righteousness . For See how 
                                           

without trial She drives-out injustice , and by it being absent , O Son , we become Just . 
                        

I Summon The Sixth Power to Us , Community , That which is Set-over greed . 
                                 

* 
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Thus by greed being absent ,  
                                                           

I Summon forth The Seventh Power , Truth .  
                                                                      

Fly-away deceit , for The Truth has Arrived ! 
                                                           

See how The Good Fulfills , O Son , The Arrival of The Truth ! 
                         

for ill-will and the remaining avengers have departed from us . 
                                              ’    

Therefore Life and Light have come to Be At-Once-With The Truth and The Good , 
                                                             

and the avengers of darkness no longer come upon Us in any way , 
                                               

but conquered , they fly off in a rush . 
                                            ’          

Now You Know , O Son , The Way of The Regeneration . 
                                            

Surely then in this way , O Son , with The Arrival of The Ten , 
                                                       

The Intellectual-Ousian Generation is Put-Together , and Drives out the twelve , 
                                                      

and by This Generation We have become Divine . 
                                                                

Therefore , whoever has been encountered by This Generation  
                                                                             

According to The Divine Compassion , 
                                                                                

-leaving behind the corporeal senses-  
                                                 

Recognize that Their-Self Is Put-together out-of These Powers . 
                                                    

and by Recognizing This , They are made Glad/Merry/Cheerful . 
                                                                                            

 

Tat:           O Father , My Ousia has come to Be Anew Through The God ;  
                                                

This has come to Light not through the sight of the eyes ,  
                                                                      

but Through The Intellectual Energy of The Powers . 
                                                         

 

Hermes:                          It Is The Self Regeneration , O Son , 
                                                       

for it is no longer a three dimensional body that has come to Light , 
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but That which Is Incorporeal . 
                                                                          

 

Tat:         Father ! I See The All and Myself , Being In The Intellect Seeing ! 
                                               

I Am In Heaven , In Earth , In Water , In Air , I Am In Living-beings , In Plants ; 
                                                     

I Am In the womb , Prior to the womb , After the womb ;  
                                                               

I Am Present Everywhere ! 
                                                                      

Hermes:             Thou Knows , O Son , The Way of The Regeneration .  
                                               

 

Tat:       But still tell me this ; how the avengers of darkness , being 12 in number , 
C   ’                 

  are banished by the 10 powers . What Is The Way , O Thrice Great One ? 

                                       
 

Hermes:    This tent , O Son , through which We have also passed , is composed  
               −         −       

from The Circle of The Zodiac ; and This is composed of 12 Symbols in number ; 
                                 

begotten by Nature out from One Multi-form Idea  
                  

to lead the human-being astray/to wander .  
                                                                    

And since The Number of Symbols out of which The Zodiac consists is 12 ,    
                                           

12 Symbols are yoked-together-in-pairs , O Son , 
                                                    

But They are also indistinct/indefinite , by being united in their deed ; 
                                                                   

for recklessness is inseparable/indistinguishable from anger . 
                                                           

Therefore , it is Reasonable that According to The True Logos ,  
                                                                              

they are made to depart at once , as I said , for they are Driven-off by 10 Powers . 
              

This Is from The Decad , O Son , for The Decad Is The Soul-Generator ;  
                                      

Thus Life and Light are United as One ; 
                                                        

whereas The Number of The Unity Is by Nature  

                                                                    

The Source of The Breath of The Decad . 
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Therefore According to The Logos ,  
                                                                            

The Monad Contains The Decad and The Decad Contains The Monad . 
                                                           

 

Tat:                       Father ! I See The All and Myself in The Intellect . 
                                               

 

Hermes: It Is The Self Regeneration , O Son , That which no longer brought to Light  
                                                    

in relation to the three dimensional body . 
                                                                

Tat:       Tell me , O Father , will This Body that is Put-together out of The Powers  
                                                   

ever have to be subject to dissolution ? 
                                                                                     

Hermes:    Hush ! Speak That which is Beneficial ! And do not utter impossibilities !  
                                                                                    

For Thou will miss The Mark and Thou will be irreverent . 
                                                                       

Do not put-out The Eye of Thine Intellect . 
                                                       

The Nature of the perceptible body is far different from  
                                                

The Generation of That which has The Idea of Ousia . 
                                                                                 

For the one is dissolvable , whereas The Other is Indissolvable ; 
                                                                 

and the one is mortal , while The Other is Immortal . 
                                                                      

Does Thou not Realize that Thou are Created Divine  
                                                                                    

and that Thou are A Son of The One , 
                                                                                     

which I Am also ? 
                                                                                

 

Tat:             I wish , O Father , to thoroughly Learn of The Hymn of Praise ,  
                                    

which , as Thou said , The Shepherd Foretold was to be Heard from The Powers   
                               

when Thou came to Be upon The Eighth . 
                                                             

 

Hermes:                          O Son ; Thou Strives in a Good Way ,  
                                                               

* 
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for Thou has been Purified , by dissolving the tent , 
                                                           

The Shepherd , The Intellect of The Inner Self , 
                                                              

Granted Me no more than what has been written , 
                                                   

By Being Aware that I should be Able to Intellect Everything from Myself , 
                                                                  ’    

and to Hear that which I Wish , and to See Everything , 
                                                     

and That Shepherd Entrusted to Me to Create Beautiful Works . 
                                                                 

For which Logos The Powers which Are In Everything also Sing within Myself . 
                                                                           

Tat: I Wish , Father , to Hear These Powers , 
                                                                     

and I Wish to Intellect These Powers .  
                                                            

 

Hermes:             Be Quiet , O Son , and now Hear The Harmonious Song of Praise ,  
                                      

The Hymn to The Regeneration , 
                                                           

which were not intended to be pointed-out so easily to Thee  
                                                             

if Thou had not come to The End of The All (The Eighth?) . 
                                                                       

For which Logos , This Hymn is not taught , but Hidden In Silence . 
                                                        

Therefore In This Way  , O Son , while standing under The Airy Sky , 
                                                               −  

while facing The South Wind , at the setting of The Sun , bow down ; 
                                          

then also do likewise facing The East Wind , at the rising of The Sun .  
                                                                  

Be Quiet , O Son . 
                                                                

 
The Hidden Hymn 

     
 

                             Let Every lock of The Kosmos be Unlocked for Me . 
                                                      

Earth , Unlock Thine Rains ,  
                                                                        

* 
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Trees , be not shaken ; 
                                                                

I am about to Praise The Lord/Master of The Foundation and The All and The One . 
                                                             

Heavenly Beings , Unlock ;  
            

Winds , also be still . 
        

Let The Immortal Circle of The God Receive The Logos of Myself . 
              −           −                

For I am about to Praise The Founding of Everything ; 
                                                         

The One who Fixes-fast The Earth , and Suspends Heaven , 
                                                     

The One who Urges The Sweet Water from The Ocean 

                                                    

into Lands both inhabited and uninhabited ,  
                                                       

to Subsist for The Nourishment and Foundation of All Human-Beings ,  
                                                 

The One who also Urges that Fire come to Light  
                                                                

for The Use of All Gods and Human-Beings . 
                                                  

Let Us All Together Give The Praise to Self ,  
                                        −      −      

The One who is Elevated Above Those of Heaven , The Founder of All Nature . 
                                                               

 

This is The Eye of The Intellect of Myself ;  
                                                       

may He receive The Praise of The Powers of Myself . 
                                                          

The Powers that are within Myself , Praise The One and The All ; 
                                                               

All The Powers within Myself , Unload-together at My Will . 
                                             

Holy Intuitive-Knowledge , I Am Illumined by Thee ,  
                                                                           

Through Thee I Praise The Intelligible Light . 
                                                                         

I Rejoice in The Joy of Intellect . 
                                                                      

All The Powers Sing Praise Together-with Myself . 
                                                      

* 
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Mastery and Endurance , Thou Praise Together-with Myself ; 
                                                                       

Righteousness of Mine , Praise That which Is Just Through Myself . 
                                                           ’           

Commonality of Mine , Praise The All Through Myself . 
                                                          ’          

Truth of Mine  , Praise The Truth . 
                                                                

The Good in Myself , Praise The Good . 
                                                           

Life and Light , from Yourselves Arrives The Praise and to Yourselves It Returns . 
             ’                                                              

I Offer-Gratitude to Thee , Father , The Energy of My Powers . 
                                                    

I Offer-Gratitude to Thee , God , The Power of My Energies . 
                                                       

Thine Logos Praises Thee Through Myself . 
                                                             ’          

Receive All The Logos of A Spoken Offering Through Myself . 
                                                     ’            

 

These Powers which are In Myself Cry-out to Accomplish Thy Will . 
                                         

They Praise The All , They Accomplish Thine Will ;  
                                                                       

from Thee and to Thee ; The All . 
                                                                    

Thine Logos Praises Thee Through Myself ; 
                                                            ’            

For By Thee , The Intellect , Is My Logos Guided/Herded/Tended .   
                                                                         

Receive from All The Spoken Offering Through Myself ; 
                                               ’           

For The All Is from Thee , and The All Returns to Thee . 
                                                                       

Light , Illumine , Life Preserve The Intellect in Us . 
                                                                

Life , Preserve The Soul in Us . 
                                                                    

For The Intellect Guides Thine Logos , The Breath that Is God , 
                                                        

The Logos That-Bears-The-Breath of The Creator , if Thou Are The God . 
                                                                                  

 

These Powers Thine Human-being Cries-out  
                                                                     

* 
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Through Fire , Through Air , Through Earth , Through Water ,  
                                   ’                                        

Through Breath , Through Thine Creations , 
                                                        

Discovering The Praise From Thine Eternity .   
                                                           

and In Thine Will I See The Rest which I Seek . 
                                                   

By Thine Will , I Am Re-Generated . 
                                                            

 

Tat:                                   O Father , By Singing This Hymn  
                                                       

It has been also Placed In The Kosmos Within Myself . . .  
                                                                        

 

Hermes:                         Say instead Son : In The Intellectual . 
                                                   “          ”    

 

Tat:                     In The Intellectual , O Father , there is Power from Thy Hymn ,  
                                                                     

and By Thine Hymn of Praise , My Intellect has been Fully Illumined . 
                                                          

Except that I also wish to Send Praise to The God from my own Mind . 
                                                   

 

Hermes:                                       O Son , do so not aimlessly . 
                                                                       

 

Tat:         In The Intellect , O Father , I Speak That which I See/Contemplate . 
                                                                                  

To Thee , O God , The Archetypal-Founder of The Generation , 
                                                                            

I , Tat , Send Spoken Offerings . 
                                                          

God , Thou Are The Father , Thou Are The Master , Thou Are The Intellect , 
                                                                                            

Accept The Praises from Myself which Thou Wills . 
                                         ’                         

For By Thine Will Everything Is Accomplished/Fulfilled/Perfected . 
                                                                             

 

Hermes:    Good , O Son , Thou has Sent An Acceptable Offering to God ,  
                                                               

The Father of All . But also add , O Son , ‘Through The Logos’ . 
                               "  " . 

 

* 
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Tat:      I Am Grateful to Thee , Father , for Allowing Me to Sing These Praises . 
                                                          

 

Hermes:       I Rejoice , Son , that Thou has brought forth The Fruit of The Truth ;  
                                                        

The Good , The Immortal Harvest of Virtue/Excellence , from Thee . 
                                                        

since Thou Intellectually Recognizes Thyself and Our Father . 
                                                        

Having Learned This from Myself , Commands Silence , O Son ,   
                                        ’             

Reveal to no one The Transmission of The Re-Generation ,  
                                       

in order that we not be reckoned as slanderers of The All .  
                                                           

For Each of Us has been Sufficiently Careful ; I who Speaks , and Thee who Listens . 
        −  −                       

 This Logos concerning The Re-Generation , which I have privately set down in writing  
                                     

is for Those whom The Divine Self Wills , not for the many .  
                                                             

 

20 November 2017 
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14  The Logos of Thrice-Great Hermes to Asklepion 

                                                                           

To Be Well-Mindful 

                      

 
            Since Thine absence , My Son Tat wished to Learn of The Nature of The Real Beings ,  
                                                 

and since He would allow me no deferment , and since He was young  and had just recently   
                                                       

arrived at The Intuitive-Knowledge , I was Compelled to Speak about Each One of The Real  
                                                 

Beings at some length , so as to make it Easy for Self to Follow The Theory .  Thus I have  
                            −  −            − 

selected for Thee The Most Important of The Topics Spoken about  in the form of a short  
−                                          ’     

summary , wishing to write down The More-Mystical Explanations about Selves , since Thou  
                                                                         

are of Such an Age and are Acquainted with Their Nature .    
                                      

              If those that are visible/the phenomena that have come to Be and come to Be are many , 
                                                                                                  

then they are not brought to Be by themselves but they come to Be by Another , then since the  
                         ’        ’               ’                      

phenomena that come to Be are many and more than many , and since the many are different and  
                                                          

not Alike , then those that have come to Be come to Be by Another , it is a Certain One who  
                                          ’                              

Creates these ; and This Very One is Un-generated , in order that It Be More-Ancient than  
                                            ’                          

 those that are generated/brought to Be . For it was said that those that are generated came to Be 
                                                                                               

by another ; since it is impossible that anything Be More-Ancient than All of the generated  
’                                                 

Beings except only That which is Un-generated . 
                                      

              Therefore He Is One , and Greater than All , and Is Alone Truly Wise In Every Way , 
                                                      

since there can be nothing more-ancient; for He Regulates both the Multitude and the Magnitude 
                                              

of those that have come to Be . He also Regulates the Differences and the Connectivity of His 
                                                                            

Creation  . Then since those that are generated are visible , surely then That is also Visible ; 
                                                  

for He Creates for this purpose ; in order that He may Be Visible . Therefore by Always  
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Creating , according to This Very Act , He Is Always Visible .    
                                                      

                  It is Valuable to Intellect In This Way , and to Wonder/Marvel by Intellecting ,   
                                                                          

and by Marveling/Wondering to Count Oneself as Blessed for Recognizing The Father ;  
                                                     

for what is Sweeter than Recognizing The Legitimate Father ? Who then Is This Very One ,  
                                                                          

and how shall we Recognize Self ?   For is it Just , that only The Name of God be assigned  
                        

to This Self , or only that of Creator , or only that of Father ? Or should All Three Names be  
                                                                

assigned to Self ; such as God on the one hand , Through His Power ,  or Creator on the other  
                                                                                                    

hand , Through His Energy , or Father , Through The Good . For He Is Different in Power  
                                                  

from those that have come to Be , since His Energy Exists in All those that have come to Be ,  
                                                                                     

whereas His Good Is . . .     
                   

                   For which Logos we must rid ourselves of too-much-talk and idle/vain/empty talk ,  
                                                                 

in order to Intellect These Two ; that which comes to Be and The One who Creates . For there 
                                                                      

is nothing between these , nor any third. Therefore, Remember These Two , in All Intellections ,  
                                  

and in All that is heard , and consider These to Be All there Is . Hold nothing in deepest-doubt   
                                  

nor in deepest-darkness , neither Those that are Above , nor those that are below , nor Those that  
                                                                                                 

Are Divine , nor those that are transformed , nor those that are in deepest-darkness ; for All  
                                                                                  

are These Two , that which comes to Be and The Creator . And since it is not possible to  
                                                                

separate One from the other ;                for it is not possible for there to be A Creator apart from   
                                   

that which is created , nor that which comes to Be apart from That which brings it to Be , for  
                                                                    

Each One of These Selves are This Self .   For which Logos , The One is not able to be   
                                                      − 

separated from The Other , just as Self cannot be separated from Itself .     
     −                                                

               For if The Creator is nothing else than The Only , Un-mixed , In-composite Creator ,  
                                                    

then it is Necessary that This Self Create Itself , to Whom Bringing to Be , Is The Work  
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of The One who Creates . And since it is impossible that All that comes to Be , have come to Be 
                                                                   

by itself , thus it is necessary , that it comes to Be by Another ; thus it is also necessary that  
’                  ’                                                        

without The Creator , the created could not come to Be nor Exist . For if either The One or the  
                                               

other would Exist without the other , then they would both Be deprived of Their Own Nature  . 
                                                                                      

Now then , if it is agreed that The Two Beings , the created and The Creator , then They Are 
                                                     

One in Their Union , The One Leading The Way , while the other follows .    Therefore ,  
                                                                

The One who Leads Is God The Creator , but the created , whatsoever it may Be , follows .  
                                                    

                       And one must not guard-against/keep-watch because of the manifold-variety   
                                                                                                       

of those that come to Be , for fear of attributing ill-repute and baseness to The God .  For there   
                              

Is but One Good-Repute/Glory/Honor/Vision for Self , which is , to Create Everything ; and  
                                                                                               

This Creation Is , as it were , The Under-lying Reality of The God . Therefore one must consider  
                                                                        

none of the creations defective or worthless in regards to The Self .  For these are the effects  
              ’                                   

which follow those that are created , just as the green tint on copper , and dirt on the body ;   
                                               

Then since the coppersmith does not make the green tint , nor do parents put dirt on the body ,  
                                    

neither does The God create defects , and because of this The God has brought to Be The 
                                               

Transformation , so as to Purify the impurity through The Re-generation .   
                                                    

                        Then if , on the one hand ,  the same still-life-painter is able to paint Heaven  
                                                                          

and Earth and The Sea , and The Gods and human-beings , and All those creatures without  
                                                   −  

The Logos and those without A Soul , then on the other hand , could not The God Create All ? 
      −                                                                         

Such is the ignorance and the lack of inquiry of the many in relation to The God ! For those that  
                                                                    

are like this , are in the strangest state of all ; for they say they worship The God by not  
                  

attributing to The Self The Creation of Everything , they do not know The God , but in regard  
                     ()              

to their lack of knowing , they also act with the greatest impiety in regard to Self ; by attributing              
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such a quality as contempt and impotence to Self , for if Self does not Create All , then Self 
                                                  

does not Create either out of arrogance or out of some inability ; which is impious to think .  
                                                            

                    For The God Only Possesses One Quality ; The Good . But One who Is Good ,  
                                                                       

is neither contemptuous/arrogant nor impotent . For The God Is This ; The Good ; which has 
                                              

All of The Power to Create All . Surely then , All that has come to Be , has come to Be by   
                                                          

The God , which Exists , by The Good and by The Power that Is Able to Create All .   
                                      

                      If on the one hand , Thou Wishes to Learn how Self Creates , and on the other  
                                                                                  

hand , how the creation comes to Be , there Exists The Most-Beautiful and Most-Like Image   
                                                      

for Thee to See . Behold that just as a farmer broadcasts his seed upon The Earth ; in one place  
                                                               

wheat , in another place barley , and elsewhere , some other seeds . Behold the self/same farmer  
                                                

plant a vine , and an apple tree , and other kinds of trees .       So also then , on the one hand ,     
                                 

The God sows (1) Immortality in Heaven , and on the other hand , (2) Transformation in  
                                                                          

The Earth , and (3) Life and (4) Motion in The All .  Therefore , These are not many ,    
                                                            

but few ,  and They are Well-Accounted for ; for All are but Four .      For there are Two ,  
’                                                    

The God Self and The Generation , in whom The Beings Exist .     
                                            

                       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30 November 2017 
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16  The Definitions of Asklepion to King Ammon 

                                                                     
 

Concerning God , Concerning Matter , Concerning Defects , Concerning Destiny/Fate , 

                                                                                  

 Concerning The Sun , Concerning The Intelligible Ousia , Concerning The Divine Ousia , 

                                                                                    

 Concerning The Human-Being ,  

                            

Concerning The Management of The Full-Complement of Resources ,  

                                                                                         

Concerning The Seven Starry-Planets ,  

                                                                                   

Concerning The Human-being According to An Image .     

                                                                     ’             

 
                     O King , I am sending Thee This Logos of Great Import , which is as it were ,    
                                                         

The Apex (Theatetus 173C) and Memorial of All The Others , for It is not composed according  
                                                           

to the opinion of the many , since It contains much that contradicts their opinions .  For It will 
                                              − 

come to Light to Thee that It also Accords with some of my Logos .          For on the one hand ,  

     −              (Parmenides 127B)                   

Hermes , My Teacher would often Discourse to Me both privately and at times in the presence  
                                

of Tat , by saying that The Arrangement of My Books would appear to be Most Simple and 
                                            

Clear to those who came across Them , whereas on the other hand , My Books would appear as  
                                                                                                                      

if They were un-Clear and that The Intellect/Mind/Meaning of The Logos’ would appear as  
                                                                                      

if It were kept-hidden , to those that aim at opposite ends (Republic 518C) . And that They will 
                                                         − 

appear to be even-more-indistinct/obscure later-on , when the Hellenes are willing to translate  
    −                                     

our language into their own language , which will greatly distort and obscure   
               

The Logos’ that have been written . 
                                

                     Thus when The Logos is translated in The Language of The Grand-fathers ,   
                                                                     

It Keeps Clear The Intellect/Mind/Meaning of The Logos’ ; for both The Self Quality of The  
                                                                            

Sound and The Power of The Egyptian Names In Herself , Contain The Energy of The Logos’ 
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being spoken . Therefore as far as it is in Thine Power , All Powerful King , Maintain/Keep 
                                  

The Logos  thus un-translated , in order that such mysteries do not come to the Hellenes , nor   
                                    

that the arrogant , loose and as it were beautiful appearance of style of the Hellenes make  
            

extinct The Majesty and Strength and The Energetic Style of The Names . For the Hellenes   
                

O King , possess empty words for display (Protagoras 317C) . This is also ‘the philosophy’   
                                        

of the Hellenes ; the sound of words (Protagoras 329A) . Whereas we do not use mere words ,   
                                                                                  

but we put to Use The Majestic Sounds of Deeds (Symposium 220C) .  
                               

                  Thus from This Point I shall begin The Logos , by invoking The God , The Lord  
                                                         

of Wholes and Creator and Father and Embracer , and Who by Being All , Is The One , and  
                                            

by Being One , Is also The All , for The Full Complement of Resources of All , Is One , and    
                                                                 

Is In One , there being no second of The One , by both Being One .    And for my sake , Keep  
                 ’                     

This Intellect , O King , throughout The Whole Study of The Logos . For if anyone were to 
                           − 

attempt to separate Everything ; both All which comes to Light as One and The One that Is  
−                                                            

The Self/Same , by taking and applying the term of All to Multitude/Plurality , and not to The  

                                       

Full Complement of Resources ,  then they destroy The All by unbinding/severing The All  
                                                                                           

from The One ; which is Impossible . For All Must Be One , if indeed , One Is (Parm 137C) , 

                                                          

and since there Is One that will Never cease Being (Parm 142B) , in order that The Full  
                                                                           

Complement of Resources Never be dissolved .  
                                                        

                   By Seeing how in The Earth Many Sources/Fountains of Water and of Air  
                                                                              

bubble/rise up in Her Central Parts , and by Seeing how in The Self , The Three Natures    
                      

of Air , Water and Earth depend on One (Solar) Root . Whence , It is Trusted (Rep 517C)    
                               

to Be The Storehouse/Treasury of All Matter ; which both on the one hand , Gives-forth The   
                                                                                     

Abundance of Self , and on the other hand , Receives in Return , The Hyparxis from Above . 
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             For The Creator  -surely then I mean The Sun-   Links-together Heaven and Earth   
                                                               

in this way ; on the one hand , by Drawing-down The Ousia , whereas on the other hand ,  
                                                                                

by Leading-up The Matter ; and by Collecting-together (Parm 135D) All about Self and into  
                                                                             

Self , and from Himself Gives All ; for He Freely-Gives His Light to All without envy / ill-will .   

                   (Timaeus 29E)    

For it is Self , whose Good Energies not only Pervade throughout Heaven and Air , but also 
                           

throughout Earth , but also Pervade down into to the lowest depth and into the bottomless . 
                                                                              

For The Physical Mass of This is The Source of The Ousia of The Perceptible Light  .   
                                                       

                If there Is also A Certain Intelligible Ousia , then Self will be That which Receives   
                                                                          

The Light from This . Thus The God Self Alone Knows from what Source , Self Subsists or  
                                                              

Flows . Whereas The Sun Provides our Sight by Being Near according to Place and Nature , 
                                                    

And on the one hand , The God Is In-visible , for Self is not visible to us , whereas on the other  
                                                        ’                  

hand , Self Is Intelligible by Sagaciously-Attentive-Aiming Efforts .  
                                                              

             However , The Sight Provided by The Sun does not involve Intuitive-Attentive-Aiming,  
                                                                                                    

since The Self Sight Sees . For The Most-Brilliant Light Shines throughout All The Over- 
                                             −  

Lying and The Under-lying Kosmos ; for He is Established In The Middle , by wearing   
−                                               − 

The Kosmos as if It were a Crown .  And just like A Good Charioteer , He Safely Guides  
                −                           

The Chariot of The Kosmos and by Being Bound to Himself , It will not somehow be borne  
                                                                

in an disorderly way ; since His Reins are Life , Soul , Breath , Immortality and Generation .  
                                           

Therefore , He loosens (The Reins in order that The Chariot) be Borne not far from Himself ,  
                                                                                               

but if one must speak The Truth , It is Borne-along Together-with Himself .  
’                                                                      

                 And this is the way that Everything is Created . On the one hand , The Creator  
                                           

Imparts The Eternal Permanence to The Immortals , and He Nourishes The Immortal  
                                   

Parts of The Kosmos with The Ascending of The Light of Himself ; as much as is Sent from 
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That One Part that Gazes at Heaven , whereas on the other hand , with The Descending Light   
                                           

of Himself , He also Illumines The Whole Hollow of Water and Earth and Air , by Vivifying 
                                                        

and by Setting Generation in Motion , He also Transforms those in these parts of The  
     −               −                         

Kosmos ; by Remaking and Reshaping the living beings into each other in A Cyclical Way .          
                                       

                 The Transformation Exchanges one for another ; kind for kind and shape for shape ,  
                                    

just as He also Creates in The Creation of Great Bodies  . For Transformation is Constant  
                            

for Every Body .     And thus on the one hand , The Transformation of Immortals Takes place  
                                                                                 

without dissolution , whereas on the other hand , The Transformation of mortals Takes place  
                                                                                                     

with dissolution . This is the Difference between The Immortal to the mortal and between 
                                      

the mortal to The Immortal . 
       

                  Therefore just as The Light of Self Is Constant , so also Is The Creativity-of-Life  
                                                                    

of Self Constant ; without-interval in any Place and with The Full Complement of Resources .    
                                                                                  

                   For there are also many Choirs of Spirits Around Self , like manifold Armies ,  
                                         

who dwell together and are not far from The Immortals . To Them is Allotted The Intermediate  
                             

Place between human-beings and The Immortals (Symposium 202E) , by Overseeing the 
                                                                                                                 

affairs of human-beings ; thus They Carry-out The Commands of The Gods by Energies ;   
                                                               

such as hurricanes and tornadoes , changes of air-masses and earthquakes , and moreover  
                 

with famine and wars They Requite their impiety to The Gods .  
                   

                   For self impiety is the greatest defect for human-beings in relation to The Gods ;  
                                                                                 

for on the one hand , The Work of The Gods Is To Create That which Is Good , whereas on   
                                                                                             

the other hand , The Work of Human-beings is To Do That which Is Pious , then furthermore    
                                                                                                     

The Work of Spirits is To Do That which Helps/Assists The Gods .     For whatever else    
                                                                        

human-beings dare to undertake , is either done by missing the mark/wandering , or audacity ,  
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or compulsion/necessity  -which they call fate-   or ignorance , and in All of these cases humans  
                                                   

are held not-accountable by The Gods , whereas , only impiety comes under Judgment .  
                                                      

               Surely then The Sun Is The Preserver and Nourisher of All The Genera ; and  
                                                                  

just as The Intelligible Kosmos , Contains The Perceptible Kosmos , by Filling The Self  
                                        

Mass with Manifold Ideas and of Every Shape , so also does The Sun Contain Everything   
                                  

in The Kosmos , by Giving-Mass and Making-Strong All The Generations , but then Receives 
                                                    

Them when Their work is done and They dissolve/flow-away .  
                                                                

            The Choir , or rather Choirs of The Spirits are Arranged under This : The Sun ; for 
                                                        

These are many and manifold , by being Arranged under The Leadership of The Starry Planets ,  
                                                     

by being-Equal-in-Number to Each of These . Therefore by being Arranged According to That  
                                                                   

which is Oblong/Rectangle They are Stewards to Each One of The Starry Planets , Their Natures  
                                                                        

that is to say Their Energies , are Good and deficient . For Ousia Is The Energy of Spirit . 
                                

Whereas there are some of Them-selves that are blended out of Good and out of deficiency .                               
                                                                    

           These Spirits have obtained by Allotment The Authority Over All Operations upon Earth , 
                                                       

and are the Causes of the turbulence upon Earth , and Operate a variety of disorders both in  
                                    

common in cities and in nations , and individually in the life of each person . For They Fashion  
                                                   

and Pull/draw our souls towards Themselves , by Residing in our nerves/sinews , in our marrow ,  
                        

in our veins and arteries , and in the brain itself , by Penetrating as far as our inner-most parts .  
                         

          For at the time that each one of us comes to be and are given breath , The Spirits that are  
                                                       

Stewards/Servants take charge of that aspect of The Generation , who are Serving Each One   
             

of The Starry Planets ; for They change/alter according to aspect , These Selves do not remain  
                                         − 

Stationary , but Keep Flowing in a Cycle . Therefore these Spirits sink/plunge into the two parts     
−  ’                                                        

of the soul without The Logos (the spirited part and the appetitive part ) through the body   
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by Each One disturbing Self in relation to Their Own Energy/Activity . Whereas The Part 
                                                   

of The Soul that Possesses The Logos Stands-Firm against the tyranny of The Spirits ,  
                                                                  

by Remaining-Fit/Able/Adapted to The Reception of The God .  
                                                          

 

         Therefore when That Part of The Soul in The Human-being that Possesses The Logos 
                                                                                                                  

is Illumined by A Ray of Light from The God by way of The Sun   -but All These are Few-     
                                                    

The Spirits cease to affect These Few ; for not one of The Spirits nor of The Gods has any  
                            

Power in relation to One Ray of The God . Whereas All the other humans are led and carried ,  
                                            

both their soul and their body by The Spirits , whose Energies/Activities they love and desire .   
                 

It is love that does not possess The Logos that is wandering/being misled and wanders/misleads .  
                                                                        

Therefore This has The Management over All our affairs upon The Earth through  
                                                ’ 

the instruments of our bodies . This Administration/Management Hermes called Fate .  
            

 

Therefore The Intelligible Kosmos Depends upon The God 
                                                                         

whereas The Perceptible Kosmos Depends upon The Intelligible Kosmos , 
                                                                                                              

whereas The Sun Receives The Full Flow of Resources of The Good  
                                                                     

From The God Through The Intelligible and Perceptible Kosmos ; 
                                                             

This Is The Creation/Fabrication . 
                                                                        

Whereas there are The Eight Spheres Around The Sun , that Depend upon This ; 
                                                                  

and of which there is The Sphere of The Un-wandering Stars , 
                                                                                                       

and The Six Planets/Wanderers 
                                                                     

and The One (Moon) which encircles The Earth . 
                                                                                                  

whereas The Spirits Depend upon These Spheres , 
                                                        

then human-beings Depend upon The Spirits . 
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And in this way Everything and also Everyone is Suspended from The God . 
                                                       

  

For which Logos , on the one hand , The God Is The Father of All ,  
                                                                                                 

whereas on the other hand , The Sun Is The Creator/Fabricator ; 
                                                                                                             

whereas The Kosmos is The Instrument of The Creation/Fabrication . 
                                                                                       

And on the one hand , The Intelligible Ousia Manages Heaven , 
                                                                               

whereas Heaven Manages The Gods , 
                                                                                      

then The Spirits that are Arranged under The Gods Manage human-beings . 
                                                        

This/Self Is The Army of Gods and Spirits . 
                                                                    

 

    Thus The God Creates Everything Through These For Himself , 
                                                                         

and All Are Parts of The God ; 
                                                               

but if All are Parts , then All Are The God . 
                                                                  

Therefore by Creating Everything , Self Creates Himself , 
                                                                                      

and Self can not Ever cease Creating , 
                                                                   

since Self Is also Unceasing . 
                                                                     

And just as The God Possesses no end , 
                                                                          

in this way also The Creation of Self Possesses neither beginning or end . 
                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11 December 2017 
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17 Conclusion of The Definitions of Asklepion to King Ammon 

 

Tat:   Then if Thou brings to Mind , O King , there also exist incorporeal images of bodies . 
                                                                    

 

King Ammon:  What Kind ? (said The King) .  
                                              

 

Tat:   Does it not appear to Thee that the appearances in mirrors are incorporeal ? 
                                                

 

King Ammon:   It has to Be in this way , O Tat . (said The King) .  
                                                              

 

Tat:   Then there are also other examples of the incorporeal ; for instance ,   
                                                                       

does it not appear to Thee that there are The Incorporeal Ideas , which come to Light 
                                                             

not only as Being in the bodies of Those that are Ensouled , whereas  
                                          

They also Exist in the bodies that are not ensouled ?    
                                                             

 

King Ammon:    Thou Speaks Well , O Tat .   
                                                       

 

Tat: In this way Are The Incorporeal Reflected in Relation to the corporeal , 
                                                    

and the corporeal in Relation to The Incorporeal , 
                                                                      

This is also The Way The Intelligible Kosmos Is Reflected in Relation to The Perceptible , 
                                                                                       

and The Perceptible in Relation to The Intelligible Kosmos . 
                                                                     

For which Logos , O King , The Gloriously Divine Images are Worshiped ,  
                                                                                      

since Selves also Contain Ideas From The Intelligible Kosmos . 
                                                             

 

                                 Therefore , The King while Rising-up Said : 
                                                              

 

King :  It Is The Hour ,O Prophet, Concerning The Care of the foreign-guests to come to Be .  
                                                              

Whereas in The Later Hours We will Speak of The Next Subjects about The Gods .  
                                             −                                     −   

 

13 December 2017  
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18 The Logos of Thrice Great Hermes 

 

Concerning The Experience of A Soul under the impediment of the body . 
                                                          

 
                        If during the performance of A Harmonic Melody of Those who are Proclaimed  
                                                             − 

to be Skilled Musicians , Their Good Will becomes impeded under the discordance of the  
             −                                               

instruments , does one take Their Attempt to be ridiculous , or does one attribute the weakness 
                 −             −                                        

of the instruments to their own impoverishment ; for it must be ridiculed apart from The    
                                              

Contemplations of The Musician . For on the one hand , The Inexhaustible Provides The Art    
                                                           

By The Good Way of Knowledge , whereas on the other hand , that which is at fault , belongs to   
                                                                                           

those that are weak . For the following Is Divine Music According to Nature , and The  

             .                                                  

Harmony of The Songs not only Performs but also Transmits to The Highest Degree Possible  
                               

The Rhythm of The Innate Melodies through the portion/share/part of the instruments . But 
                                                                 

The God (The One) Is The Inexhaustible (The Ousia) . For that which gets exhausted is not  
                                                                                               

in Relation to God .  
                 

 

                         But if at one time one is willing to be especially Competent in regards to Music                         
                                                                       

just like The Skilled Artisan , then on the one hand , just now , The Demonstration of The     
                                                                                    

Knowledge of Self of The Trumpeters will be Produced , and on the other hand , just now 
                                                                

The Melodious instruments of The Flutists will Work the Shrill of The Melody , whereas   
                                 

there are also The Accomplishments of The Dance Song to the reed/flute and plectrum ,   
                                                 

that one must not attribute to the breath as ‘the cause’ of The Music , for one must attribute 
                                     

The Cause to That which Is Superior , thus on the one hand , it is Clear that That must  
                                                                           

be given to That which Is Revered , whereas on the other hand , the unsoundness of the  
                                                                                 

instrument is at fault , because surely then , Those that Are Most Beautiful Stand Opposed to 
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impediments , and on the one hand , The One who Makes Music is Related to The Melodious , 
                                                                                       

whereas on the other hand , those who hear the shrill of The Song are Carried away . . . . . 
                                                                      

 

               Thus in this way also concerning the weakness of our body , one must not favor     
                                                          

the theories that find fault with The Art ; for That which belongs to Our Genus Is held In a  
                                                    −   

−Revered Way , since on the one hand , It must be Recognized as The Inexhaustible Breath    
     −                                                                            

of The God . For the following belongs to The Musical God According to Nature , and not  
                                                                 

only Works The Harmony of The Songs in The All , but also Transmits by portion as far as  
                

the instruments , The Rhythm (Republic 400D-401D) of The Innate Melodies . Thus It Is  
                                                                      

Inexhaustible , and Is Always In The Same Way by Being in Possession of The Innate  
                                                                                     

Knowledge , since She Pervades Throughout Those that are Well-Spirited/Blessed/Happy ,  
                                                                                                

thus It Is Blended Throughout All The Good-Works Themselves .   
                                 

 

                  But especially if the innate lack/defect of the complexity of matter that The Artisan :  
                                                                         

Efficiency Himself could not submit to being Perfected . . . Take notice then , if at one time . . .   
                                                                           

The Self Musician Is Self-Sufficient According to Power , then we must not refer the blame 
                                                 

to Self , whereas we must refer the fault to the weakness of the string , because surely then The 
                                                        

Tone/Note/Pitch/Tension has been lowered , thus hiding/losing The Rhythm of Good Music . 
                                                                      
 

                 But surely then the symptom/mishap that has come to be concerning the instrument 
                                                                  

cannot ever be blamed on The Musician , since to whatever degree the organ has fallen-short ,   
         ’                                   

to this degree also at that time The Musician often Increases the falling of the tempo in relation    
                             

to The Tone ; so that More of Those who Hear may be Led-up to That Love of The Musician .     
                       

And so , that accusation/censure cannot be Equally/Similarly maintained in regards to Self . 
                                                                                      ’       

and in turn it is in the following way for Myself , O Most Honored Ones ; 
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may my Lyre be Harmonized to The Innate Musician Within (Phaedrus 279B) . 
                                  

 

                   Since surely then I See that in the case of Certain Artisans there are also Separate  
                                                                                           

Energies in regards to the lyre , if ever the subject be Prepared in relation to a Noble-Nature ,     
                       

just as the instrument is often Put to Use by Self and the strings of the lyre are being  
                        −  

−Harmonized by means of Some Ineffable Care , since that which is deficient would put  
−      ’                                

those who hear in a state of super-amazement in regards to That which is Befitting of Nobility . 
                                                                               

Surely then on the one hand , it is also said that during the competition of a certain Minstrel ,   
                                                           

the strings of the lyre were broken by The Better , by Possessing A Good-Disposition ; I mean  
                                                 

The God who Presides Over the musical productions , seeing that while Presiding Over the  
                                                                     

productions of The Minstrel the breaking of the string came to pass for the sake of impeding   
                                           

The Contest for Self .  .  . for The Fulfillment of Self and for Providing The Good-Will 
                                         

and The Good-Repute Due to this event .  For on the one hand , According to The Providence  
                                                                                    

of The Better , a Cicada settled in the Place of the string for Self , in order to Fulfill the loss 
                                    

of that member , and in order to Guard/Protect The Place of the string , thus on the other hand , 
                                                                      

the distress of The Minstrel was kept in check through The Healing of the loss of the string    
                                                            

while carrying-away The Good-Repute of The Victory .  
                                    

 

                  Therefore I perceive that Self also experiences in this way , O Most Honored-Ones . 
                                                                      

For on the one hand , it is Reasonable that the weakness be confessed at this moment , and since 
                                                                       

I will be disposed in a weak way before long, just as on the other hand , there is being Cultivated    
                                                          

within The Power of The Better , The Melody concerning The King , in order that It may Be 
                                                −  

Brought to Perfection In A Gentle Way .  
     −                        
 

                   For That very Logos the limit of The Beneficial Aid will be The Good Repute  
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of The King , and from Those Trophies will arise The Eagerness of The Logos . Surely then , 
                                                   

let us go on ! For The God Wills This ! Surely then we must hurry up ; for The Musician wills  
                                   

This , and the lyre is Harmonized in Relation to This : and The Melody that The Musician  
                                  −               

makes will sound Sweeter-Clearer , and More-Gentle , in so far as The Song contains The  
−                          

Counsel intended for Those that are Greater . 
                                     
 

                     Therefore seeing that for Self the lyre is especially Harmonized for Kings , and  
                                                 

contains The Tone/Pitch/Strain intended for Those that are being Praised , and also contains  
                                                                                                     

Royal Praise within Its Scope/Aim , then Self must first Awaken Himself to The Highest 
                                   

King of Wholes –The Good God−  and beginning from That Source of The Song to Arrange   
                                                 

in Second Place Those that are in the Relation of an Image of That Source by possessing Its  
                                           ’                                 

Descending Powerful-support ; seeing that The Love from That Source for The Kingly Selves  
                                              

also comes down according to The Intervals of The Song , and from which Source The Victory 
                                                                

is accomplished for Selves , and from That Source shall The Hopes be Led-forth in Regular Succession .  

                               ’    

Now then let The Musician be Led-Back to The Great Royal God of Wholes , who Is on the  
                                

one hand , Immortal/Deathless and Eternal by Possessing The Rule over All from Eternity ,  
                                                             

and who Is on the other hand , The First Beautiful-Victor , from whom All The Victories     
                                                                     ’             

will be granted to Those who follow in Due Order .  
                                                           

 

                         Now then The Logos  Proceeds-down to us as far as The Praise of These ,  
                                                           

and Speeds-on to Those Kings who Preside-over The Common Safety and Peace ,   
                          

who have from Antiquity been Provided The Height of Excellence from The Supreme God ,  
    −                                         −       

who Preside-over The Victory at The Right-hand of That God , whose Prizes have been  
                                              −  

Prepared even Prior by Their Excellence in Battles , whose Trophies have been Established   
−                                  
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even Prior to the intertwining (of Battle) , who are not only Arranged-together-with That  
                                                                         

which Rules but are also Arranged-together-with That which is Best/Excellent , and who 
                                                                                             

thus expel the barbarian even Prior to Their moving-forth (to Battle) .   
                                            

 

Concerning The Good/Advantageous Logos and Praise of The Supreme King .  

                                                                     

           Thus The Logos Speeds-on to The Beginnings in order that It may dissolve The End ,  
                                                                          

and to The Good Logos of The Supreme King , seeing that thus Those who Preside as  
                                                                 −      

Justices of The Peace of The Holiest Kings also Terminate The Logos for us . For just as  
−               

we begin The Power from Above as Issuing from The Supreme King , so also in turn , do we 
                                                        − 

attribute The Supreme Limit/End to Self .     For just as The Sun Self , by being The Nurturer   
−                                

of All that Blooms/Blossoms , First Lifts-up to Gather The First Fruits of the produce , by  
                 −  

using His Rays as if they were Mighty Hands , to Pluck-off The Sweetest Ambrosia from The  
−                            

Blooms for Self , surely then it is in the same way also for us , for having received into our Souls 
                                                          

(for These are also Super-Heavenly Blooms) The Stream of The Wisdom of That God ,   
                                               

we must Use in turn All The Good Logos of The Soul that Bloom in Us , which Self  
                            

has Rained-down for Self . . . 
              

 

          Therefore on the one hand , to The All-Uncontaminated God , The Father of our Souls ,   
                                                                        

is it Proper to Lift-up The Good Logos from countless mouths and voices , even if they are not  
                             

worthy to speak , by not being equal to the task to speak . For neither are the newly-born able  
                          

to sing to their Father in a worthy way , whereas on the other hand , Selves act Properly when 
                                                                         

they Offer-up Those Fellow-feelings which They also have in Their Power . Since This Self is  
                                       

more Good-Repute for The God ; for The Self is even Greater than The Praise of the children    
                                            

of Himself . And The Beginnings and The Middles and The End of The Good Logos Agree  
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that The Father is Unlimited-In-Power and Unlimited-In-Boundary in regards to His Care .   
                                                  

 

           Thus They are also in this way for Kings , for They Bring Forth Blooms for us humans , 
                                                                       

just as The Beginnings , Middles and End of The Good Logos  happen to Spring Forth from  
                                                                       ’   

That Source . Thus one must ask for The Forbearance/Fellow-feelings of The Good Logos , 
                                                                                                         

especially if These Gifts are Granted by The Father even before the children ask . Just as 
                     

the newly-born-children and their newly-generated image are incapable so as to be turned-away  
                                     

from The Care of The Father , but are also incapable of rejoicing of His Recognition , so also 
                                                       

then for us . . . in the same was as The Intuitive-Knowledge of The All Presides-over All Life ,  

     . . .                                                                 

so also Does The Good Logos which God Bestowed to us .  For The Good Belongs to God and  
                                  

Is Ever-Shining , by also Possessing In Himself The Limit of His Innate Most-Excellent-Glory ,   
                                                             

and thus by Being Immortal , and by Containing The Ever-Lasting Allotment In Himself ,   
                                                            

and by The Ever-Flowing Energy from That Source , He also Provides throughout All This  

                                                       

Kosmos , The All-Curative-Preservative Announcement of The Good Logos (Tim 44B). . .   
                                                        

 

                     Therefore , In That Place , there is no difference in relation to Each Other , since  
                                                                           

In That Place , there is no inconsistency , by All Being of One Mind , since there Is One      
                                          

Fore-Knowledge/Providence for All , One Intellect for Selves : The Father , One Perception  
                                                                         

Functioning through Selves : (The Mother) ; for That Love Charm that Pervades Throughout 
      ’                                                                      

One-Another Is The Self/Same , One Harmony Functioning Throughout All Selves (Rep 443-4) . 
                                     

 

                   Surely then on the one hand , let us Offer The Good Logos in this way to The God ; 
                                                                                                          

but then let us also descend from The Father to Those Kings who have Received The Scepters .    
     ’                                          

For we must begin from Those Kings and from These Kings Practice/Exercise Ourselves so that  
                            

we can already be Accustomed and be Exercised for The Praise and for The Reverence in  
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Relation to That which Is Superior . And on the one hand , from This , The Good Logos of The  
                                                                             

First Cause/Source must be Practiced , whereas on the other hand , through This , The Practice 
                                                                              

must be Exercised , in order that The Exercise of The Reverence in Relation to The God and  
                                                                  

The Good Logos in Relation to The Kings may Be in Us .    
                                     

 

              For we must Offer-up The Compensations/Repayments/Requitals to These Divinities ,   
                                                                                      

who have Unfolded Such A Good Season of Peace for Us (Republic 473-474) . Thus only Can  
                                                                             

The Excellence of The Name of King Preside-over Peace ; and since only Through This King  
                                                 

Can Peace Be Expressed ; seeing that This Kingdom Belongs to Those who have embarked  
                                                                                −  

upon The Apex/Hyparxis/Summit/Zenith/Height of Excellence (Theatetus 173C) , and Through  
−                                                                                                                 

The Logos to The Rule of Peace ; and indeed because of The Nature of The Kingdom to Excel-  
                                               − 

-over that which is barbaric : so that The Name is also The Symbol of Peace . For which Logos 
−                               

the nature who is at war often and immediately raises accusations against The King/Queen .  
                                

But certainly , even The Statues of This King/Queen especially happen to be Harbors of Peace 
                                         

for those tossed about by storms (2nd Alcibiades 151) ; whereas even now Solely The Images   
                                                                                                 

of The King Effectively Bring to Light/Beacon The Victory and That which is both Fearless 
                                                                   

and Invulnerable will Investigate/Explore for Those that are Its Inhabitants (Parm Poem Frag 1).  
                                                            

[[such as “The Calm Heart of Well-Rounded-Truth” jfb]] 
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